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:Dimensional and dimensionless radii.
:Defined by Equation (4.112).
:Dimensional and dimensionless radii.
:Body force vector/volume.
:Defined by Equation (4.112).
:Specific heats at constant stress, strain and 




:Displacement and displacement amplitude. 




:Helmholtz free energy function/volume.
:Body force components/mass.
:Defined by Equations (4.72).
:Defined by Equation (4.99).
:Defined by Equation (4.118).
:Integral defined by Equation (3.67).
:Integrands of Equations (3.53), (3.54) and 
Equation (3.55), respectively.
rModified Bessel function of order n of the first 
kind.
rBessel function of order n. 
rThermal conductivity.
:Defined by Equations (4.31).
:Defined by Equations (4.137). 
rThermal conductivity tensor elements. 
rKinetic energy.
rModified Bessel function of order n of the 
second kind.
rNatural logarithm.
rDefined by Equation (3.45).
:Inertia parameter.
:Atomic mass.
rDefined by Equation (4.16).
rUnit vector of the outward normal to a surface.
rDefined by Equations (4.114).
rDefined by Equation (3.88a).
rDefined by Equation (3.88b).
rDefined by Equation (3.21).
rWave number.
rSurface traction in the ith direction. 
rDefined by Equation (3.64). 
rFunction defined by Equation (4.17). 
rHeat/volume.
rFunction defined by Equation (4.113).
:Defined by Equation (A.137a).
:Internal heat generation rate.
:Heat transfer rate/area.
rDimensionless and dimensional radial component. 
:Radius.
:Function defined by Equation (4.127). 
rFunction defined by Equation (4.130).,
:Surface.
rMaterial's constants.
:Entropy/volume in Chapter 2.
:Laplace transform parameter elsewhere.
:Entropy production rate.
rDimensionless and dimensional time.
:Temperatures.
:Displacement vector.








rFunction of the variable x only. - 
rFunction of the variable y only. 
rNeumann-Bessel function of order n.
{Coefficient of linear thermal expansion.






:Defined by Equations (4.47).
:(3X + 2y)ct.
:Arbitrary parameter.
:Defined by Equation (4.81).
{Kronecker's delta.
:Partial differentiation.2 2 *
= (a  + 2u)p'c T' ' • CouPlin8 parameter.£





:Angular coordinate in polar coordinates.
:k/pC , Thermal diffusivity.£
:Lame constant.
:Large positive real number.
:Arbitrary parameters.




rDefined by Equation (4.38). 





rDefined by Equation (3.63). 
rDefined by Equations (4.137a). 
rStress tensor elements.
rScalar function of the temperature and its rate, 
rThermoelastic potentials, Equations (4.132), 
rFrequencies.
rDebye's spectrum frequency, Equation (1.4). 
rĉ /ic
rRotation tensor elements, (Equation (2.12)).
rDilatation.
rLaplacian operator.
rDefined by Equation (4.25).
riw (for harmonic wave).
rCircular path.
ABSTRACT
The one-dimensional, cylindrical, quasi-static, coupled thermo­
elastic problem is considered. The temperature and displacement fields 
in an infinitely long solid cylinder, and an infinite medium with a 
cylindrical hole whose boundaries are subjected to a time dependent 
function, are presented. These results, under the appropriate assump­
tions and loadings, are identical to published results. Also presented 
is the general solution in the transform domain for the two-dimensional 
cartesian plane strain coupled thermoelastic problem. As- an applica­
tion the Lamb plane problem is treated under two loading conditions.
The steady-state (large time) temperature solution obtained in this 
investigation and that obtained by a different method and previously 
published are in full agreement.
The method used in both cases presented in this work is the so- 
called "direct approach", that is Laplace transform without resorting 





Heat addition (temperature change) to an elastic medium results 
in its deformation (strain field). Conversely, a deformation induces a 
temperature change. A simple example of the former phenomenon is the 
sagging of a metallic wire when placed near a flame (heat addition).
An example of the latter phenomenon is the temperature rise within a 
rubber band when stretched (deformed). These phenomena suggest the 
existence of a coupling effect between the temperature and the strain 
fields of the elastic medium. The study of these interactions is given 
the name "THERMOELASTICITY".
The recognition of this coupling effect dates back to the year 
1837 when Duhamel [l] accounted for it and established the fundamental 
equations of thermoelasticity. Basically, Duhamel modified Fourier’s 
heat conduction equation when he postulated that the rate of change of 
dilatation A of an elastic medium is linearly related to the rate of 
its temperature change. He obtained, for small temperature changes the 
following equation:
with
where, CQ and C£ are ̂ the specific heats at constant stress and strain, 
respectively, 0 is the temperature increment above a reference tempera­
ture T* (unstressed condition), p is the mass density, o is the coeffi­
cient of linear thermal expansion, A is the volumetric strain (dilata­
tion), t is the temporal variable, k and k are, respectively, the ther-
2mal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the material and V is the 
familiar Laplacian operator.
Unfortunately, the classical theory of thermoelasticity neg­
lected the thermo-mechanical coupling effect for over a century.
During that time researchers investigated problems in the area of iso­
thermal thermoelasticity (both steady-state and transient). The major 
contributions in isothermal thermoelasticity are found in Love [2], 
Timoshenko and Goodier [3] and Nowacki [4]. The area of thermal 
stresses extends the former to include the stresses produced by a tem­
perature gradient and thus incorporates the phenomenon of heat conduc­
tion in solids and uses its associated advances and contributions, many 
of which are found in Carslaw and Jaeger [5] and Arpaci [6]. A good 
reference for the major contributions in the area of thermal stresses 
is the text by Boley and Weiner [7].
In the mid-nineteen hundred fifties Biot [8] used Onsager's 
principle [9] and introduced the concepts of generalized free energy 
and thermodynamic potentials to derive the general differential equa­
tions governing a thermodynamic system undergoing an irreversible pro­
cess. In a follow-up paper, applying and further developing the meth­
ods of irreversible thermodynamics, Biot [10] formulated the general 
theory of thermoelasticity. In addition, he stated a variational 
principle from which he derived the equations of motion and Fourier's
3
corrected heat conduction equation. He also introduced the thermal 
force concept. Independently, and almost concurrently, Lessen [ll] 
also derived the basic equations of coupled thermoelasticity from ther­
modynamic considerations. However, Biot's work is more extensive and 
is wider in scope. Consequently, it is considered the theoretical 
foundation on which the classical theory of linear coupled thermo­
elasticity rests.
1.2 Further Contributions
A renewed interest in the theory of coupled thermoelasticity 
started as a result of Biot's and Lessen's works and many investiga­
tions and contributions followed. Some of these investigations dealt 
with the theory itself and provided additional insight via existence 
and uniqueness theorems, reciprocal relations and variational princi­
ples. Other studies were applications of the theory to specific cases 
and problems.
Weiner [12] for instance, combined the methods used to prove 
uniqueness of the solutions to the uncoupled heat conduction and elas­
ticity problems and proved the uniqueness of the solution of the corre­
sponding coupled problem. Weiner's work, however, was confined to ho­
mogeneous isotropic media. Ionescu-Cazimir [13] extended Weiner's 
uniqueness theorem to anisotropic bodies and to isotropic bodies where 
finite discontinuities occur at the surface. Biot, in a later paper 
[1A], derived some reciprocity relations and applied them to thermal 
stress problems. A generalization of Biot's variational principle was 
given later by Herrmann [15]. From this principle, Herrmann derived 
the linear stress-strain relationship, the linear Fourier's heat con­
duction law and a relationship between the temperature and the thermal
4
temperature and the thermal gradient, in addition to the equations of 
motion and the corrected heat conduction equation. Ben-Amoz [16] 
stated a more general variational principle which yields an additional 
relationship between the temperature and the thermal grandient. In his 
formulation Ben-Amoz prescibed the boundary condition on the entropy 
rather than on the heat flux vector. Nickell and Sackman [l7] derived 
further variational principles for non-homogeneous, anisotropic media. 
By means of the Laplace transform they explicitly incorporated the 
initial conditions in their formulation.
Aside from the above theoretically oriented contributions, many 
investigations were concerned with the application of the coupled 
theory to specific thermoelasticity problems. Pioneering efforts in 
this area are attributed to Eason and Sneddon [18] who, using multiple 
Fourier's transforms, obtained the exact temperature and stress 
distributions produced by uneven heating in an infinite elastic solid 
and also those produced by uneven heating of the surface and by inter­
nal heat sources in a semi-infinite elastic solid. In addition, they 
deduced, in each case, the steady-state, two-dimensional and quasi­
static solutions. These solutions are expressed in terms of multiple 
integrals. However, because of the mathematical complexity of the 
coupled governing equations and the difficulties, in general, involved 
in effecting multiple integrations associated with exact solutions 
1 such as those obtained in [18], the majority of the investigations 
produced approximate solutions of various types depending on their 
associated assumptions. In all these investigations the influence 
and the magnitude of the contributions of the thermomechanical coup­
ling parameter e were explicitly and quantitatively discussed and
5
analyzed. In the following paragraphs some of these contributions are 
presented along with the restrictions placed on their results.
Paria [l9] for instance, using Laplace transform and short time 
approximation (Laplace parameter s ->- »), predicted that the coupling of 
elastic and thermal deformations results in discontinuities in the 
temperature distributions. Hetnarski [20] used the same technique and 
obtained the one-dimensional temperature and thermal stress distribu­
tions in an elastic half-space (semi-infinite space) subjected to sud­
den heating with constant temperature at its border plane (x = 0). 
Hetnarski's results, however, prove Paria’s prediction to be in error. 
In addition, he showed that the stress jump at the wave front decreases 
exponentially with time while it remains constant according to the un­
coupled theory. Dhaliwal and Shanker [2l] treated the one-dimensional 
thermoelastic problem of an infinite medium with a cylindrical hole. 
They used Laplace transform and short time approximation but neither 
introduced a thermoelastic potential nor placed any restrictions on the 
coupling parameter e as was done in [20]. In addition, the correspond­
ing uncoupled solution they deduced was a new one.
Boley and Tolins [22] investigated some transient coupled thermo­
elastic boundary value problems for the half-space by means of Fourier 
sine and cosine transforms taken over the spatial variable. They used 
the resulting solutions and studied the propagation of thermal and 
mechanical disturbances in a half-space under step time variations of 
strain and temperature for short and long times. They showed that 
mechanical discontinuities propagate through the medium with the 
velocity of the dilatational wave (c^), as in the uncoupled theory, but 
their magnitude decreases exponentially with time. Furthermore, they
6
showed that, unlike the uncoupled theory predictions, smaller mechan­
ical responses have an infinite speed of propagation, an anomaly associ­
ated with the classical coupled theory as explained later in Article 1.3. 
Moreover, they confirmed Hetnarski's results as to the continuity of the 
temperature distribution and added that either the first or the second 
derivative is discontinuous with distance. Finally, they concluded that 
the coupled solutions differ very little from the uncoupled ones for 
short times but the difference becomes appreciable for large times. 
Achenbach [23], motivated by the observations and conclusions advanced 
by Boley and Tolins [22], presented an approximate solution in which 
he retained the coupling effect at the wave front where he expressed 
it in terms of a Dirac delta function.
Solutions valid for any time, but restricted to certain order 
of magnitude or values for the coupling parameter, were also sought. 
Hetnarski, in two papers [24, 25], investigated two one-dimensional 
coupled thermo-elastic problems by means of the Laplace transform.
In the first paper he studied the propagation of spherical temperature 
and stress waves for the cases of a concentrated heat source constant 
in time (instantaneous constant internal heat generation) and that of 
a continuous one. In the second paper he investigated the half-space 
whose border plane is subjected to either an instantaneously applied 
temperature or to a continuously applied one (temperature constant in 
time). The solutions he obtained in both papers have the form of a 
power series in the coupling parameter e. These series solutions are 
valid for any time as long as e is relatively small. They have the 
characteristic that their first terms represent the solutions to the 
corresponding uncoupled problems. Based on these papers [24, 25],
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Hetnarski concluded that the temperature distribution has a disconti­
nuity If the applied perturbation is instantaneous, otherwise it is 
continuous in both space and time. Consequently, Paria's prediction 
is partially correct. Dillon [26] investigated the case of an infi­
nitely long rod and used, without justification, the bar approximation 
and assumed that the coupling parameter equals unity. By means of 
Fourier transform he obtained the solutions for three different sets 
of boundary conditions. Some of his results demonstrate significant 
deviations from those obtained for the corresponding uncoupled cases. 
Benveniste [27] very recently justified Dillon's approximation and 
showed that it is a first order approximation. Soler and Brull [28] 
presented two perturbation techniques for the solution of the coupled 
thermoelastic problems. The first technique consists of assuming 
double power series solutions for the displacement and temperature 
fields in terms of two parameters whose product is the coupling par­
ameter e. The solutions converge if the coupling parameter £ is less 
than one (which is generally true) and compare well with exact solutions 
for short times. The second technique is a refinement or extension of 
the first as to allow for favorable comparison with exact solutions 
for long times.
Investigations concerned only with the character, magnitude and 
propagation of thermal and mechanical distrubances were also carried 
out. In these investigations conclusions are drawn without obtaining 
complete solutions for the governing equations. Achenbach [29] for 
example presented a unified set of the governing equations for one­
dimensional coupled problems containing a parameter whose values 0, 1 
and 2 yield the governing equations in cartesian, cylindrical, and
8
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spherical coordinates, respectively. He studied the influence of the 
coupling parameter on the propagation of stress discontinuities by 
simply examining the governing equations and using the method of char­
acteristics (based on characteristic lines along which the increments 
of stress and the time rate change of displacement are total differen­
tials) . He concluded that the thermoelastic damping (thermomechanical 
coupling effect e) is dominant only at short distances from the dis­
turbance. Boley and Hetnarski [30] considered the one-dimensional 
half-space problem and studied the character and magnitude of traveling 
discontinuities for sixteen combinations of applied strain, stress tem­
perature and heat flux. They obtained the solutions in the transform 
domain and studied the discontinuities, and even classified them based 
on some properties of the Laplace transform without having to carry out 
the inversion of the transformed solutions. Their analysis provides a 
measure of accuracy for approximate solutions because it gives enough 
information about the magnitude of the coupling effect.
Solutions based on negligible conduction heat transfer were also 
advanced. Zaker [31] investigated the stress-wave generation in a 
thermoelastic solid produced by power deposition (internal heat gener­
ation or electromagnetic energy absorption). Based on the one-dimen­
sional model, he obtained exact solutions for the case of power depo­
sition given by a step function of time and an exponential function of 
the spatial variable. In his formulation the coupling effect was 
accounted for while the assumption of a weakly conducting medium was 
made (k =; 0).. In addition, he studied the effect of thermal diffusivity 
(conductivity) and the coupling by means of a perturbation technique and 
concluded that these solutions are good as long as the assumption of
9
weakly conducting medium holds true. Fressengeas and Molinari [32] 
studied the same problem. However, while Zaker gave the steady-state 
(large times) solutions, they presented the transient solutions. They 
used Laplace transform along with a perturbation technique on the 
coupling parameter e. In addition, they discussed the influence of 
energy-flux penetration length (or depth) on the evolution of the stress 
wave and concluded that, "the smaller the penetration length, the closer 
to the edge the extreme stress is attained, and the larger is the ex­
tremum". Furthermore, they concluded that damping occurs during the 
first phases of wave evolution while for large times the stress wave is 
unaffected by thermal effects. Dragos [33], using the weakly conducting 
medium assumption, treated the problem of an infinite elastic medium 
with internal heat generation prescribed as a product of Dirac delta 
functions in time and space. By means of a triple Fourier transform he 
obtained the displacement and temperature distributions. His solutions, 
however, are only valid for large times.
Plane waves in thermoelastic solids were also the subject of 
many investigations. In these investigations the influence of coupling 
and thermal effects on the characters, amplitudes, phase velocities and 
attenuation coefficients are studied. A common method used by most 
investigators consists of assuming solutions of the following form:
(d,0) = (d°,0°) e(flt + P x) (1.3)
where d represents displacement or dilatation, 0 is the temperature in­
crement, d° and 0° are the amplitudes of d and 0, respectively, t is
10
the time, x is the position vector, 0 and p are complex quantities 
(p is the wave number, ft = iw for plane harmonic waves). Equations
(1.3) along with the governing equations of the theory of coupled ther­
moelasticity (Equations (2.83 and 2.84) of Chapter 2 of this manuscript,
or other alternate forms) yield an equation in terms of the frequency w
*and the wave number p . This equation, referred to as the frequency 
equation, is the tool and object of most studies dealing.with the plane 
wave problem.
A brief treatment of the problem was offered by Lessen [ll] as 
an application to the coupled theory of thermoelasticity he advanced.
He revealed the existence of two longitudinal waves, a progressing wave 
and a receding one and concluded that this fact supports the so-called 
"second sound" effect detected experimentally. Deresiewicz [34] ad­
dressed the problem in more detail and showed that the transverse, or 
shear, wave is unaltered by thermal effects. He separated the fre­
quency equation into real and imaginary parts and assumed, as found in
similar studies dealing with elastic and viscoelastic materials, that
*at high and low frequencies the real and imaginary parts of p approach 
values proportional to the frequency u and then verified his assump­
tions. He confirmed Lessen's conclusions pertaining to the existence of 
two distinct longitudinal waves and referred to them as the E-wave and 
the T-wave. In addition, he concluded that, while the E-wave is close 
in character to a pure elastic wave and is predominant at high frequen­
cies, the T-wave is close in character to a pure thermal wave and is 
predominant at low frequencies. Furthermore, he proved that, while at 
low frequencies the wave aplitude is attenuated exponentially as the 
square of the frequency w, it approaches a finite value (proportional
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to e) at high frequencies rather than vanishing as reported In Rayleigh 
[35]. Chadwick and Sneddon [36] confirmed Deresiewicz's results. They 
expanded the roots of their frequency equation in Taylor series in terms
conclusions by setting the coupling e to zero. An added feature in 
their analysis is the introduction of the frequency w defined as the 
ratio of the square of the longitudinal wave speed c^ and the material
of the phase velocity and attenuation versus the ratio (w/w ) and con­
cluded, ".... in the mechanics of thermoelastic disturbances the fre- 
quency u> is critical to the transmitting medium....". They also point­
ed out the range of attainable frequencies which is limited by the cut­
off frequency wc of the Debye spectrum given by:
M being the mass of an atom of the medium's material. Sneddon [37] 
later used the same approach as that of [36] and studied the stress 
wave propagation in a thin metallic rod. Chadwick and Windle [38]inves­
tigated the propagation of Rayleigh surface waves (a superposition of 
elastic thermal and shear vertical waves) along isothermal and insulated 
boundaries. They showed that the frequency equation defines a many 
valued algebraic function whose branches represent possible modes. They 
introduced thermopotential functions and established necessary and suf­
ficient conditions for the existence of a surface wave. In addition, 
they concluded that w/w- 0 is associated with adiabatic deformation of
of a) (for low frequencies) and w (for high frequencies) and drew their
* 2diffusivity k (01 = ĉ /ic). They also provided plots for the variations
(1.4)
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the solid and (u/iu )**■ « is associated with isothermal deformations. 
Chadwick [39] presented, alternate and approximate derivations for the 
for the wave equations for plane stress condition. An account of 
further contributions on this subject is found in Nowacki [40].
Other investigations in the area of thermoelasticity were con­
cerned with the inability of the classical coupled theory to explain 
some contradictions and discrepancies with physical observations. These 
investigations suggested modifications or extensions to the classical 
theory which eliminate some of these anomalies. Even though the present 
work is based on the classical theory and consequently does not incor­
porate any suggested extensions, it is thought appropriate to present 
some of these investigations, in the following paragraph, for two 
reasons. Firstly, an introductory chapter must include the most rele­
vant contributions to the general area of the subject matter under con­
sideration. Secondly, interested researchers must be made aware of the 
deficiencies of the theory as well as to provide them with references 
to suggested remedies. In this respect Article 1.3 may appropriately 
be included under recommendations for further studies.
1.3 Trends in Thermoelasticity
The classical theory of coupled thermoelasticity as formulated 
by Biot [lo] and Lessen [ll] has two deficiencies. The first is the 
fact it allows thermal signals to propagate with infinite speeds (dif­
fusive nature of the corrected heat conduction equation), which contra­
dicts physical observations. The second is the discrepanc 
cur in problems involving vibrations generated by ultrasonic waves 
(high frequencies, short wave lengths).
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To eliminate the paradox of Infinite speed propagations, many 
theories were advanced. Representative of these theories are, the 
theory of Lord and Shulman [Al] and that of Green and Lindsay [42] .
Lord and Shulman for instance, blamed the infinite speed anomaly on the 
linear relationship between the heat flow and the temperature gradient 
(Fourier's conduction law). This relationship disregards the time the 
heat flow needs to accelerate and consequently, is in apparent contra­
diction with the local, or microscopic, reversibility assumption, in­
herent in the derivation of the energy equation, as pointed out by 
Onsager [43]. To remove this contradiction, Lord and Shulman proposed 
a linear relationship between a linear combination of the heat flux and 
its rate on the one hand and the temperature gradient on the other and 
thus accounted for the acceleration of the heat flow and successfully 
remedied the infinite speed deficiency. Green and Lindsay adopted a 
more direct approach. They suggested and used a new entropy inequality 
in which they defined the entropy as the ratio of the heat flux to a 
scalar function <{» instead of the heat flux to the system absolute tem­
perature ratio adopted in most standard theories. For homogeneous 
bodies the scalar function «}> is a function of the absolute temperature 
and its rate of change only. In addition, they defined a Helmholtz 
like function, used Taylor's series expansion and their suggested 
entropy inequality and obtained an energy equation that allows for a 
"second-sound'' effect and finite speed of propagation.
The discrepancies occuring in problems involving vibrations due 
to the generation of ultrasonic waves were blamed on the material's 
microstructure which, at high frequency, exerts a special influence.
To eliminate these discrepancies Voigt [44] suggested that the tranfer
14
of Interactions between adjacent particles of a body is accomplished 
simultaneously by the action of a force and a moment. A unified 
theory was proposed later by E. Cosserat and F. Cosserat [453, accord­
ing to which every material particle is capable of both displaement and 
rotation. Thus, the deformation of a body is determined when the dis­
placement and rotation vectors are determined. Nowacki [463 incorpo­
rated this addition and extended it to the area of thermoelasticity. 
Interested persons in this particulararea are referred, for further 
references, to a paper by Shanker and Dhaliwal [473 •
1.4 Scope
The present work,as was stated in the previous article, is based 
on the classical linear coupled theory of thermoelasticity formulated 
by Biot [10] . In Chapter 2 the governing equations of this theory are 
derived from the fundamental laws of mechanics and thermodynamics along 
with some constitutive relations. The assumptions associated with the 
derivations are clearly stated and presented. In Chapter 3 the one- 
dimensional quasi-static problems of an infinitely long cylinder and 
that of an infinite medium with a cylindrical hole are investigated. 
Using the Laplace transform, taken over the temporal variable, along 
with Cauchy's theorem of residues and complex integrations, closed form 
solutions are obtained for the temperature and displacement distribu­
tions for both systems . The obtained results, when subjected to the 
same assumptions and loading conditions, are identical to published 
ones. In Chapter 4 the two-dimensional plane strain problem is inves­
tigated. By means of the Laplace transform and the separation of vari­
ables technique the general solutions in the transform domain are ob­
tained. Further, as an application, the Lamb plane problem is chosen
15
(for Its mathematical simplicity) to compare Its steady-state (large 
time) solutions obtained by the technique used in this investigation 
with those obtained by the technique reported in Nowacki [40]. In 
Chapter 5 conclusions pertaining to the two cases treated in the 




Thermoelasticity, as the name suggests, incorporates concepts 
and basic laws of the theory of elasticity and thermodynamics. There­
fore, the foundation of thermoelasticity rests on the principle of con­
servation of mass, Newton's laws of motion, the first and second law of 
thermodynamics, as well as some subsidiary and constitutive laws such 
as, Hooke’s law, Fourier's law of conduction and some implicit equations 
of state. In this chapter the above mentioned laws and concepts will be 
used to derive and formulate the fundamental equations of thermoelas-. 
ticity. In addition, special forms of these equations will be discussed 
along with their associated assumptions.
2.1 Equations of Motion
The equations of motion are derived on the basis of the Newtonian 
laws of mechanics, which for a system occupying a volume V and bounded 
by a surface S in the absence of couple stresses, electric and magnetic 




where p is the system's mass density, are the coordinates of mass
• •element pdV of the system, f^, u^ and u^ are the components of the body
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force per. unit mass, the displacement and the acceleration vectors, re­
spectively, are the components of the traction acting on surface S 
and e... are the elements of the third order alternating tensor definedijK
by:
f 1 for even permutations, i.e, (123, 231, 312)
eijk 0 for two identical indices (iij, iji, jii)
t-l for odd permutations, i.e, (132, 213, 321)
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are also known as the translational and the 
rotational equilibrium equations (force and moment balance), respec­
tively.
The stress principle states that [7], "Tractions exist across 
every internal surface element of the system". Thus, the following 
relations are in order:
Pi = °jinj for = 1»2*3 or x*y»z (2*3)
Here, n^ are the direction cosines of the outward normal to the surface 
S and Q.. are the elements of the so-called stress tensor. Substitutingji
Equations (2.3) into (2.1) and (2.2) and transforming the surface inte­
gral to a volume integral by means of the divergence theorem (Gaussian 
identity) lead to:
I
+ pfi ~ P“i)dV = 0 » (2,4)
and
+ »fi - + eijk jm kia]dV ‘ 0 > (2'5)
V
respectively. In these equations the conventional summation (repeated 
indices are summed over their respective ranges) is used, a comma (*)
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denotes partial differentiation, a dot (•) represents differentiation 
with respect to time and 6^  is the Kronecker delta defined by:
fl for i = j
It) for i ? j
Note that with the introduction of the stress principle, Equations (2.4) 
and (2.5) apply to the whole system as well as to any of its internal 
elements. Using the definitions of the alternating tensor an<* that
of the Kronecker delta 6^  along with the fact that the volume V is 
arbitrary, Equations (2.4) and (2.5) yield:
and
aij,j + pf± “ p;,’i (2-6)
ffij “ °ji ±»J " '1»2»3 or x,y,z (2.7)
respectively.
2.2 Deformation Tensor
Under the action of external forces, an elastic body undergoes 
a volume change (deforms). As a result of this deformation the position 
vector of an arbitrary point of the body changes. .Let u^ represent the 
components of this position change (displacement vector) and let (D^j) 
represent the displacement grandient tensor, i.e.,
(D^j) = (ui j) “ 1 >2 *3 or x,y,z (2 .8)
The general deformation (strain) tensor is defined by [4] :
For small deformations, which is the case considered here, the second 
and higher order terms are dropped and thus the strain tensor expres­
sion given by Equation (2.9) is reduced to
E« = K j t n i,i] (2-10)
The displacement gradient tensor defined by (2.8) is uniquely decom­
posed into symmetric and skew-symmetric tensors as follows:
Ui,j = ¥^Ui,j + Uj,i^ + 2 ^ Ui,j " Uj,i^ (2,11)
Using of Equation (2.10) and defining by
- i Cui,3 - uj,i] , (2-12)ij
(2.13)
The symmetric tensor Ce^j) and the skew-symmetric tensor (w^) 
are referred to as the strain and the rotation tensors, respectively.
2.3 First Law of Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics states that an infinitesimal 
Increment in the total energy of a body is equal to the sum of the heat 
supplied and the work done by the external forces. For an element of 
unit volume, if dE represents the change in the total energy (the sum 
of the internal energy change, de, and the kinetic energy change, dKE), 
dQ denotes the amount of heat supplied and dW represents the amount of 
work done by the body and surface forces on the element, then the first 
law (energy balance) reads
20
dQ + dW = de + dKE (2.14)
with
dKE « dC-j pu^u^) * duA “ pii.jdû  , (2.15)
and
/d w " /  (pfidui)dV + (2.16)
where are the components of the velocity vector and the rest of the 
quantities and symbols are as previously defined. Using the divergence 
theorem and rearranging, Equation (2.16) becomes
JdW = J((p£± + crij j ) dui + ffijduifj^dv (2.17)
Substitution of Equations (2.6) and (2.13) into Equation (2.17) and 
removing the volume integral sign (V is arbitrary) lead to
dW = + aijdwij (2.18)
The fact that ex.. is symmetric and w.. (hence dm..) is skew-symmetric ij ij ij
results in
°ijd“ :Lj " 0 (2*19)
Incorprating Equation (2.19) in Equation (2.18) one obtains
dW = pi^du^ + (2.20)
Using Equations (2.15) and (2.20) in Equation (2.14) and rearranging the 
resulting equation yield
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dQ = de - de^ (2.21)
Dividing Equation (2.21) throughout by (dt) leads to a rate form of the 
first law expressed by
- -’i.i = 4 - a«  'u
where the are the components of the heat flux vector acting on a unit
surface in a unit time and e and a., e.. are the rate of change perij ij
unit volume of the internal energy and the strain energy, respectively. 
The minus sign (-) preceding q. . is the result of the sign convention 
for the unit normal to a surface (positive outward) and that of the 
heat absorbed (positive) or released.
2.4 Second Law of Thermodynamics
The second law of thermodynamics introduces the concept of 
entropy, s, which for a reversible process is defined by
Tjds = dQ (2.23)
or in a rate form
V  = - qi>i (2.24)
where T^ is the system's absolute temperature, ds is the entropy change 
per unit volume and s is the rate of change of entropy per unit volume.
Substituting for dQ and q̂, ^ from Equations (2.23) and (2.24), 
respectively, into Equations (2.21) and (2.22) lead to









2.5 Further Thermodynamic Considerations
The internal energy, e, and the entropy, s, introduced by the 
first and second laws of thermodynamics are unique functions of the 
internal state of the system. These functions are independent of the 
path along which a process changes the system from one state to another 
state. Thereafter, these functions (e,s), and the like, will be re­
ferred to as state functions.
From thermodynamics, the state of a system is assumed completely 
determined when a certain number of its state variables (p, T^, V, 
clj' ’**) are ĉnown* This number is referred to as a complete set of 
state variables. For the elastic medium under consideration in this 
work it is assumed that a complete set of independent state variables is 
provided by the temperature increment 0(0 = T^ - T)* and the six in­
dependent components of the strain tensor (e^, i= 1,2,3 and y i).
Also assumed is the existence of a reversible path between any two
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states of the system. Thus the fundamental equations of the system can 
be expressed, using Indicial notation, by
s = s(0 , e^) (2.27)
e = e(0, e±j) 1 - 1,2,3, j * 1 (2.28)
and thus, a change of state Is expressed by
ds ■ (f§)d© + (•jj~—)de (2.29)
de = [f§]d0 + <2-30>
with 1 = 1,2,3 or x,y,z and j > 1. Note that the range of j is re­
stricted by 1 to assure that only the independent components of the 
strain tensor are considered. Unless otherwise stated, the above ranges 
for i and j are retained in what follows.
Introducing the Helmholtz free energy function, f, defined by
f - e - TjS (2.31)
yields
f = e - T,s - s0 (2.32)i.
df - de - Tjds - sd0 (2.33)
or
e - TjS = f + s0 (2.34)
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and
de - Tjds = df + sd© (.2*35)
where in Equations (2.32) through (2.35) use was made of the relation 
T = t + 0.
Incorporating Equations (2.35) and (2.34) into Equations (2.25a) 
and (2.26a), respectively, and rearranging the results lead to
df = - sd© + ff£jdeij (2.36)
and
f ■= - s0 + je^j (2.37)
From Equation (2.31) it is easily concluded that the Helmholtz free 
energy function, f, also known as the thermopotential of the first kind 
(Gibbs free energy function, g, is the thermopotential of the second 
kind), is a state function. Thus,
f = f(0, e ) (2.38)
and hence
df - (ff)d® + (2.39)
Comparison of Equations (2.36) and (2.39) yields
3f _ _ 3fa - - *5 , a - (2.40)30 * ij 3e..ij
substitution of Equations (2.40) into Equation (2.37) leads to
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1 ■ + <2‘41)
The specific heat C (energy/mass - degree) on a path 8, is 
defined by
c* ■ <5§ > t (2-42)
From Equations (2.23), (2.29) and (2.42) result
CZ " ^pd0(30“ d° + Be^ dEij^ (2 A3)
For a path along which the strains are constants (dCy “ 0) the corre­
sponding specific heat, denoted by C , from Equation (2.43) is
fc»
_ "̂1 3s 3S P^E ,n l i \
Cc " p 30 or 30 " T± (2*44)
Differentiations of Equations (2.40) with respect to 0 and e^  give
3s B aff 32f „ 32f 3s _ 3pi1
3© “ ” * S©8e.. 3e..30 “ 3e.. 3030 ij ij ij
Using Equations (2.44) and (2.45) Equation (2.29) becomes
(2.45)
pCe 3ai1ds - d0 - (2.46)
Combining Equations (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45) one obtains
X 3a
c* ■ ce -  p £  <2 -A7)
Assuming that
Eij " eij(aij»0  ̂ (2.48)
leads to
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d£ii ' + (2‘49)
Introducing Equations (2.49) Into Equations (2.47) and considering the 
constant stress path (do ^  “ Q) result in
■̂ 1 3gh
C0 - CE “ p 1' l e » ( r 1 (2-50)
2.6 Constitutive Relations
Equations (2.40) reveal the existence of some relationships 
between the entropy s, stresses O ^, strains and temperature incre­
ment 0. In addition, they clearly indicate that these relationships 
(constitutive relations) are readily determined once the thermopotential 
function, f, or the stress tensor, o ^, or the entropy, s, is explicity 
known in terms of the state variables (G, To establish the
constitutive relations two methods are available in the literature.
The first method develops a homogeneous function of the state variables 
for f by expanding f in a Taylor series around the reference state
(e^j = 0, 0 = 0 or T^ *= T ). In addition, it assumes small deformation
0and restricts the variations of 0 to a narrow range for which — «  1 .
T
The second method on the other hand, assumes a relationship between the 
stresses, strains and temperature by means of the generalized Hooke's 
law. Furthermore, it assumes small deformation and restricts the 
variations of 0 to a moderately large range over which the stress-strain 
relation remains valid. In this range the values of the density, p, 
specific heat, C^, coefficient of linear thermal expansion, a, and the 
thermal conductivity, k, of the medium do not change substantially.
Since the first method uses expansion and the second method, as will 
be seen later, uses integration to develop a homogeneous function for
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£ these methods are referred to here as the expansion and Integration 
method, respectively. The expansion method has been used in numerous 
papers and is discussed in detail in standard thermoelasticity textbooks 
[7,40] while the integration method has been recently used by 
Takeuti [48] and is believed, as pointed out above, to be less restric­
tive on the variations of 0. For the above mentioned reasons, the 
latter rather than the former will be discussed and used below in 
establishing the constitutive relations.
The integration method used in here is based on the work of 
Takeuti [48] and as metnioned earlier it starts with the generalized 
Hooke's law for an elastic medium given by
eij “ Sijklakl + aij0 (2.51)
*
or equivalently by
°ij “ Cijklekl “ 3ij0 (2*52)
with i,j,k,l = 1,2,3 or x,y,z and where S^j^, a±j and 3 ^  are
material constants related as follows:
CijklSklij = aij “ SijklPkl’ 3ij " Cijklakl (2,53)
Moreover,
Cijkl " Cijlk ' aij "'“ji 1




where the first, second and third relations are deduced from the 
symmetry of the symmetry of 0 ^  and from
!!il . __ !?£_ . (2.55)
3ekl 3ekl3elj 3Eij3ekl 3eij
respectively. A similar set of relations for can be deduced.
Equations (2.52) are also deduced by the expansion method and are 
known as the Duhamel-Neumann relations for an anisotropic body.
With Equations (2.54), Equations (2.52) can be written as
follows
aij " I (Cijkl + Cklij* Ekl ” Pij® (2.52a)
Differentiations of Equations (2.51) and (2.52) with respect to 0 yield
3ei1 3ai1
“ij " 30 * " Pij " 30 (2.56)
thus justifying the often used nomenclatures, thermal deformation 
coefficients and thermal stress coefficients for and 3^ ,  respec­
tively.
Using Equations (2.56) in Equations (2.50) result in
C - C = (--̂ P-11 ) T (2.57)
a e p i
With the second of Equations (2.56), Equation (2.46) becomes
pC
ds = d0 + 3i:Jde±:j (2.58)
and
PCP .
“jjT $ + 3 ^ 6 ^  (2.59)
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Integration of Equation (2.58) from 0 «* 0 to 0 88 0 (i.e., from the
•ft
reference state, s « 0 , **0 , 0 8 0 or 1^ * T . and hence = 0 ,
f «= 0 to any arbitrary state (0, C£j^» *eads to
s •* pC,£n(l + ~%) + 8..e.. (2.60)i~ j y
Note that in the integration process, p, C£ and were assumed inde­
pendent of 0 .
For mathematical convenience we will regard the nine strain 
components as independent variables, Equations (2.A0) with Equations 
(2.52) yield a set of nine first order linear partial differential 
equations in E ^  for f, i.e.
8f ~ - C...-E., - 3..0 (2.61)OEy ij ijkl kl ij 
whose integrations in an iterative scheme over the e lead toXj >5
£(e.Eij) - K 3kiekieu  - +F<0) (2-62>
To determine f completely in an explicit form, the function F(0) needs 
to be determined.
Differentiation of Equation (2.62) with respect to 0 and com­
parison of the resulting equation with the first of Equations (2.A0) 
give
§  ■ " 8 “ - V u  + <2-63)
using Equation (2.60) in Equation (2.63) and rearranging results in
- - pceta(l + (2.64)
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Upon integration of (2.64) over (0 ■ 0 to 0 * 0) and using F(0) *= 0 
one obtains
F(©) - pCp[0- T*(l + -%)*n(l +^)] (2.65)e T T
and thus Equation (2.62), in conjunction with Equation (2.65), becomes
f(0,e±j) = " ^ 6 ^ 0  + pC£[0 - T*(l + 4rHn(l + ̂ ) ]  (2.66)
* 0If 0 is very small in comparison with T (i.e. «  1) Equations (2.60)
T
and (2.64) reduce to
ce
s » (p f) + 3*4644 (2.67)T ij ij
and
«-67a)
0respectively, where, £,n(l + —y) was expanded in a series and only the
T 0 0 first order term was retained, i.e, &n(l + —5) ~ —jf .
T T
Equation (2.67a) yields
1 2F(0) - " 7  | Q (2.67b)
T
Also, in this case, Equation (2.62) becomes
f (0 * eij) " 2^ijklEkleij " PijEij " 2 6 (2*68)
The function f, given by Equation (2.68), is a second order homogeneous
function of the state variables and is of the same form as that obtained
by the expansion method under the same restrictions on 0 , that is 
0- § «  1.
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Equations (2.52) and (2.59) are referred to as the constitutive 
relations.
2.7 Generalized Fourier's Law
The entropy and the heat conduction are related through the 
energy balance expressed in terms of the entropy rate. Thus if des­
ignate the heat flux components across the surfaces of an element of
*the solid per unit time and q the internal heat generation per unit 
volume per unit time then,
‘i,i
or equivalently by
S “ ” (F 1)»i " (“ V ^ ) + T~ (2‘70)
T,s = - q. . + q* (2.69)
*
Ti 1
In Equation (2.70) the first term represents the rate of entropy change 
resulting from the flow of heat across the boundaries as seen from:
_ n dA = - dV , (2.70a)
S i  V 1
that is, the rate of entropy exchange with the surroundings. The 
second term represents the rate of entropy production, s^, due to the 
irreversibility of the heat transfer process and thus, in accordance 
with the second law of thermodynamics:
. ^i ®*is = - > 0 (2.71)
» ij
Inequality (2.71) implies that, a relationship must exist
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2between and (0,^/T^). As a first approximation, this relationship 
is assumed to be linear, i.e.,
q^= - (2.72)
where the are the elements of the symetric thermal conductivity 
tensor for an anisotropic body. Equation (2.72) is the famous Fourier's 
conduction law. An alternate derivation leading to Equation (2.72) is 
given by Nowacki [40]. Nowacki's derivation follows closely the work 
of Onsager [43] where the latter proved the symmetry of the thermal con­
ductivity tensor using the theory of fluctuations (see Appendix A). 
Substitution of Equations (2.72) into Equation (2.69) results in:
s = y  ^ kij0 'j)»i + q* (2.73)
Elimination of s between Equations (2.59) and (2.73) yields:
(kij0,j},i “ pCe® " 3ij®ijTl = " q* (2,74)
•
The last term on left hand side of Equation (2.74) is the
so-called coupling term since it relates the temperature distribution 
to the strain rate.
2.8 Fundamental Equations
The derivations carried out in the preceding articles incorpo­
rated and indirectly made use of the conservation of mass principle, 
the Newtonian laws of mechanics, the first and second law of thermo­
dynamics, Hooke's and Fourier's laws. These derivations resulted in
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the equations that are summarized below along with their origins and 
their associated assumptions.
- Newton's laws of mechanics: a.. . + f. = pu. (a)ij»j i i
- Generalized Fourier's law : (^.0,.)^ - PC£0 - B iGiiTl =
- Hooke's law
(elastic behavior) : o . = C...,e - B..0 (c)ij ijkl kl ij
- Strain tensor
(small deformation): e = ~(u + u ) (d)ij z ipj j 91
Using (d) and (c) in (a) and (b) result in the fundamental equations of 
coupled thermoelasticity for an elastic, homogeneous, anisotropic body 
for small deformation and moderately large temperature range given by
~2Cijkl(uk,l + Ul,k> -j + Pfi = V ’j + P“i (2'75)
-  P C ,e  - \ ltiCnu i  + u j > l ) T l  = (2.76)
For an isotropic elastic solid the following relations hold [40]
a = a 6 ; k = k6“ij “ ij’ Kij ij
S  B±j = Y«±j - (3X + 2y) ofi^ (2.77)
C — 6 +'6 6 1 ) + X<5 6V. ijkl ^ i k j l  il jk ij kl
where, a is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, V and X are the 
Lame" constants and k is the thermal conductivity.
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0For small temperature change (— j <<; 1) the non-linearity in
T
Equation (2.76) is eliminated as shown below:
2 Pij(ui,j + Uj,i)Tl " 2 6ij(ui,j + Uj,i)T (1
*
a + u )2  ̂i,j j,r (2.78)
substituting Equations (2.77) and (2.78) into Equations (2.75) and 
(2.76) lead to






Making use of the tensor notation and the definition of delta ( 
Equations (2.79) and (2.80) reduce to
or
vi" i.JJ + * W  + Xuj,ij+ p £ l = ^0-i + ',ui
wui,jj + a  + M)uj ,u + p£i + pu± (2.81)
and
*•
» tJJ - PCee - YT -q (2.82)
Finally, the fundamental equations of coupled thermoelasticity for a
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homogeneous isotropic elastic body, under small deformation and small 
temperature increment (linearization) assumptions are, in vector form
yV2U + (X + y) Grad (Div U) + B = yGradO + pU (2.83)
V20 - ^0 - T)Div U „ -q*/k (2.84)
In addition
°ij - + <u kk (2-85>
With n = yT /k, K » pC /k and where B is the body force vector per unit£
•  • •
volume, k is the thermal diffusivity of the material and U, U and U 
are the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively. 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution to the system of equations 
given by Equations (2.83) and (2.84), when supplemented with the neces­
sary and appropriate initial and boundary conditions, has been proven 
and is discussed in detail in [7] and [40].
The mathematical complexity of even the linear theory of ther­
moelasticity, referred to hereafter as the coupled theory, is reflected 
in the small number of cases in which the complete system of Equations 
(2.83) and (2.84) have been solved. To get around the mathematical 
difficulties, ways and means to simplify Equations (2.83) and (2.84) 
have long been sought. Out of this search grew major branches of 
thermoelasticity that came to acquire almost separate and independent 
Identities in the literature. These major branches are identified 
below along with their corresponding assumptions.
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1. Dynamic Thermoelasticity
A major contributing factor to the mathematical difficulties is 
the coupling term [ Div(U)] appearing in Equation (2.84). Efforts have 
been directed to investigate this term. Boley and Weiner [7] presented 
a detailed discussion on this mechanical coupling term. They showed, 
with numerical examples, that neglecting this term has little effect on 
the accuracy of the solutions of Equations (2.83) and (2.84) for many 
engineering materials as long as |[Div(U)]/a0| «  20. Thus, the gov­
erning equations of the dynamic (uncoupled) theory of thermoelasticity 
are:
yV2U + (X + y)Grad[Div(U)] + B = yGrad0 + pU
2 1 * *.V 0 - -  0 = - q /ktc n
(2.86)
An account of the contributions in this area is found in Nowacki [4].
2. Theory of Thermal Stresses
In cases where the heating rates are slow, the inertia term in 
Equation (2.83) is neglected, thus leading to the governing equations 
of the theory of thermal stresses given by:
yV2U + (X + y)Grad[Div(U)] + B = yGrad(0)
2 1 • *.V 0 - -  0 = - q /kK } (2.87)
If, in addition, a steady state is attained Equations (2.87) become: 
yV2U + (X + y)Grad[Div(U)] + B ■ yGrad(0)^
(2.88)
* JV 0 = - q /k
where Equations(2.88) represents the governing equations of the steady
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state thermal stresses theory as distinguished from the transient ther?- 
mal stresses theory governed by Equations (2.87). An account of the 
contributions in this branch is found in [7].
A rather interesting case, which was first investigated by Biot
[10] and also treated by Nowacki [40] is the so-called quasi-static cou­
pled thermoelasticity. In this class only the inertia term is neglected 
The assumptions associated with this class of problems are slow heat 
rates and slow Variations with time of the body forces and surface trac­
tions. The governing equations for this class are:
pV2U + (X + p)Grad[Div(U)] + B = yGrad(0) ^ ,
[ (2.89)
2 1 • •. *, IV 0 - —  0 - nDiv(U) = -q /k JK
this class is one step closer to the coupled theory than the theory of 
thermal stresses.
Finally, it is worth noting that for the isothermal case (0 ® 0)
the coupled theory reduces to the theory of elasticity where, dynamic
(elastodynamic) and static (elastostatic) elasticity are governed by:
yV2U + (X + V)Grad[Div(U)] + B = PU (2.90)
and





The quasl-static coupled thermoelasticity as defined by Nowacki 
[AO] as well as in chapter 2 of this mauscript, refers to a special 
branch of the theory of thermoelasticity that has received very little 
attention to date. This branch is based on the assumptions of a slow 
heat rate and slow variations with time of the body forces and surface 
tractions. Thus the governing equations are, Equations (2.89), :
pV^U + (X + p)Grad(DivU) + B “ yGradO
(2.89)
2 l * • *,V T - ; 0  - nDivU o -q /k
where B and q are the body force vector and the internal heat genera­
tion term, respectively.
Examining Equations (2.89) one easily realizes that the quasi­
static coupled theory represents a branch that is one step closer to the 
complete coupled theory than the theory of transient thermal stresses. 
For this reason it was decided to look into this branch. In what fol­
lows the one-dimensional cylindrical quasi-static coupled problem is 
considered. By means of the Laplace transform and contour integrations, 
the temperature and displacement fields in an infinitely long solid cyl­
inder, and an infinite medium with a cylindrical hole, under harmonic 
thermal loading, are obtained. The results are then compared with the 
results of Dhaliwal and Chowdhury [49] for the same system and bounds 




The elastic isotropic medium under investigation in the present 
work is that of an axisymmetric system represented by an infinitely long 
thick wall cylinder of inner and outer radii a^'and bQ, respectively.
Let the origin of the polar coordinates (r* b, z) be on the axis of the 
cylinder. Moreover let the coordinates system z- direction coincide 
with the cylinder's axis as shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1. System's Coordinates Axis
The system's body forces are assumed to be absent or negligible. 
It is further assumed that no internal heat generation takes place and 
that the quasi- static assumptions previously stated are all satisfied. 
Moreover, since we shall be treating the one-dimensional axisymmetric 
problem the temperature, displacement, stresses and strains are only 
functions of the spatial radial component of the position vector and of 
the temporal variable t.
3.2 Basic Equations
The fundamental equations of thermoelasticity governing the sys­
tem under consideration are deduced from those given by Nowacki [40] and 
those given by Equations (2.89) of this manuscript. These equations
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ate, when expressed in terms of the temperature and the displacement 
fields,
»  + 2l,) ^  <ri ui ^  ■ » %
1 3 r 30 1 1 30 rl 3
with
9 ^  <rl V ] * ° < 3 ' 2 )
Y = (3A + 2p)a » n *= yT*/k » k - k/pC (3.3)
where, X and p are the Lame constants, a is the coefficient of linear
thermal expansion, p is the materials mass density, C is the specific£
heat at constant strain, is the radial component of the displacement
vector, T is the reference temperature at which the system is un­
itstressed, 0 is the temperature increment above T , k and k are, respec-? 
tively, the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the medium.
Introducing the dimensionless position vector r, time t, dis­
placement u and temperature T related to their corresponding dimensional 
parameters, r^, t^, u^ and 0 by the following relations:
2 c2
r = C— lr, ; t = [— It, ; u = C— 5-]ux ; T - (3.4)
K x yT k- T
Awhere, p, x, T and y are as defined previously* c^ is the dilatational 
or longitudinal wave velocity defined by:
2 
:1
•The governing equations in terms of dimensionless parameters are:
C]L = (X + 2p)/p (3.5)
f^fjfruCr.t)]] (3.6)
£  i [r E v  I? trC,(r-c)] (3-7)
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where the so-called thermomechanical coupling parameter,is defined 
according to [7] by:
£ O & O O
c - - T Y _ T (31 + 2y) a _ tiyk f3
e 2 2. (X + 2y)pC 2 'p c ^  e pC]L
The strain tensor elements in terms of the dimensional variables u and 
r become:
_ 3u _ pCl 1 . _ u ffl 1 ( .
err 3r “ * err ; e00 “ r = * e00 * ( *YT Yt
and the corresponding stress tensor elements provided by Hooke's law or 
by the Duhamel-Neumann relations, Equations (2.85), are:
a = a1 = -jp- + (1 - 282) -  - T (3.10)rr * rr 3r ryt
-00 -  T * °0 0  ’  a  -  2 *2) t  +  r  -  1 <3-U )yt
where the superscript (1) appearing in Equations (3.9) through (3.11) 
refers to quantities (strain, stress) expressed in terms of the dimen­
sional quantities, u^, r^, 0 and t^ and
82 = y/(X + 2y) ■ c2/c2 (3.12)
where is the velocity of transverse wave defined by:
c2 = y/p (3.13)
3.3 Governing Equations in the Transform Domain
Applying the Laplace transform to Equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) 
and (3.11), for quiescent intial conditions, i.e,
u(r,0) = u(r,0) - T(r,0) = 0 , (3.13a)
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The governing equations in the transform domain are then: 
d f i d  r -/ xil ddr[r -ff[T(r.s)] (3.U)
jjrfj' Er |f] " sJ[TCr,s>] = cs [ru(r,s)] , (3.15)
and
ori(r,s) = ̂ [5(r,s)] + (1 -28 ) ^  - T(r,s) , (3.16)
oQQ(r,s) = (1 - 232) ^[u(r,s>] + ̂  - T(r,s) , (3.17)
respectively* where s is the Laplace transform parameter and u, T, 0rr
and Oqq are the Laplace transforms of u, T, and Oq q , respectively.
3.3-1 Decoupled Equations
In order to solve Equations (3.14) and (3.15) one must first 
decouple them. The decoupling is achieved by elimination of either u 
or T between Equations (3.14) and (3.15) as follows:
Differentiation of Equation (3.15) with respect to r yields
m  Ir - ■ ] #  * “  & F  T r ^  <3'18>
Elimination of u or T between Equations (3.14) and (3.18) leads to
' p2] [f(r’G)] = 0 <3'19)
or
with
[fetr 5F]][r - P2] ^ . 8^  - 0 (3‘20)
p^ = s( 1 + e) (3.21)
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3.4 . General Solutions In the Transform Domain
Integration of Equations (3.19) and (3.20) rsults in:
and
[r “ p2] <r»s)3 = Ai <3*22>
[r U [r d? Cr d7] " P2] ^ ( r.s>̂  = B! (3.23)
respectively. Rearranging Equation (3.23) and then Integrating once 
more lead to:
-^[ru(r,s)]] - p2 [u(r,s)] = ~  r + (3.24)
The homogeneous equations associated with Equations (3.22) and (3.24) 
can be written in the following familiar forms, respectively,
2




■^•[r2 + r ^  - (p2r2 + l)][u(r,s)] <= 0 (3.26)
r dr
One can easily recognize that Equations (3.25) and (3.26) are modified 
Bessel's equations of order zero and one, respectively, whose general 
solutions, the complementary solutions of Equations (3.22) and (3.23), 
are given by:
Tc(r,s) = A2I0 (pr) + A^K^pr) (3.27)
uc(r,s) = B3I1 (pr) + B^K^pr) (3.28)
where I and K are the modified Bessel functions of order n of the n n
first and second kind, respectively, and the subscript,c, designates a 
complementary solution.
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Particular solutions of Equations (3.22) and (3.24) can be read­
ily found and two such solutions are:
Tp (r,s) = - A1/p2 (3.29)
up(r,s) = -(B1/2p2)r - B2/(p2r) (3.30)
Thus, the general solutions of Equations (3.22) and (3.24) and hence of 
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) are
-  -  hT(r,s) = T + Tc = + ^ 1  (pr) + A3K_(pr) (3.31)
P
B B
u(r,s) » u + u  ---—9r ---1(-̂ ) + B,I- (pr) + B.K, (pr) (3.32)p c 2p  ̂ p^ r j x
The seven constants in Equations (3.31) and (3.32) are not all 
arbitrary and independent. To find the relations among these constants 
it is noted that the expressions of T and u as given by Equations 
(3.31) and (3.32) must simultaneously satisfy Equations (3.14) and 
(3.15) and in so doing the following relations result:
A^ = -eB^ ; A2 = pB^ and = - pB^ (3.33)
B1T(r,s) = e y  + pB3IQ(pr) - pB^K^pr) (3.34)




u(r,s)  --~2r ----1— + B.-Lj^pr) + B^K-^pr) (3.35)
2p P r
where B^, B2, B3 and B^ are arbitrary independent constants determined 
from the system's boundary and physical conditions.
Equations (3.34) and (3.35) represent the general solutions in 
the transform domain for a thick wall cylinder. Two special cases are
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frequently encountered In the literature. They are: a solid cylinder 
and an infinite medium with a cylindrical hole. These two cases are 
considered in the following articles.
3.5 Solid Cylinder
Let the elastic system be a solid circular cylinder of radius bQ
wllO*?6 surface is initially stress-free and at a uniform temperature T 
(i.e., 0 = 0 and hence T *» G/T =0). On physical ground the displace­
ment u^ and the temperature gradient 0 and hence u and T must remain 
finite as r approaches zero. These conditions are satisfied if and 
only if :
B2 = B4 = 0 (3.36)
Introducing Equations (3.36) into Equations (3.34) and (3.35), the 
general solutions in the transform domain for the solid cylinder case 
are obtained, they are:
T(r,s) = %  B! +  B3P*0 (Pr) (3.37)
. P
B1u(r,s)   g r + B^I^pr) (3.38)
2p
The remaining constants B^ and B^ are determined from the boundary 
conditions of the system.
3.5-1 Boundary Conditions
Let the cylinder’s lateral surface remain traction-free and be 
subjected to a time dependent temperature F(t), i.e.,
0 = 0  , t > 0 , thus, G = 0  at t = b (3.39)rr * —  rr
0 = F(t) , t > 0 , thus, T *» f(s) at r = b (3.40)
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where F(t) is Laplace transformable and f(s) is the Laplace transform of
•fg
the function F(t)/T .
Equation (3.16) in conjunction with Equations (3.37) and (3.38)
yield
— 1 9 ^1 (pr)
°rr(r,s) = - -^(1 + e - 8 ) - 28 B3 --- (3.41)
P
Using Equations (3.39) and (3.40) in conjunction with Equations (3.37) 
and (3.41) one finds:
B1 + pl0(pb) B3 = 0  (3.42)
P
(1 +  e - 2_ M  r y - B JL Bl - 28 »3 = o (3 .43)
p
Solving Equations (3.42) and (3.43) for B^ and B3 one obtains:
282p2I1(pb) _ a  +  e - 62ib -
B1 ------- E(pb) £(s) » B3 ° L(pb) °  t(5) <3‘44>
with
L(pb) = (1 + e - 82)pbl0 (pb) - 2e82I1 (pb) (3.45)
Introducing Equation (3.44) into Equations (3.37) and (3.38) yields:
o I-. (pb) 9 pblft(pr) _
T(r,s) = - 2e8 " (̂ b)~ f(s) + (1 + e - 8 )  L(p ^  ■ f (s) (3.46)
2 I,(pb) . 2 M p r )  _
“ (r’s> = rB - f e b T  £(s) + a  + 8 - 6 )b T ®  £(8) (3’47)
Inversion of Equations (3.46) and (3.47) is accomplished by means of the 




T(r,t) = - 2eB201 (r,t) + (1 + e - B2)02(r,t) (3.48)
u(r,t) ■ rB2u^(r,t) + b(l + e - B2)u2(r,t) (3.49)
■Iu^r.t) = ©1 (r,t) = |  f(t - 5) v*(r,E)d£ (3.50)
®2(r,t) = I f(t - £) 0*(r,€)dS (3.51)i
■/u2 (r,t) = | f(t - £) u*(r,5)d5 (3.52)
XQ+i®
v*(r,t) = £  [l1(pb)/L(pb)] eStds (3.53)
X -i® o
X +i® o




u*(r,t) = 2^[ ̂  Cl1(pr)/L(pb)] eStds (3.55)
X -i® o
The integrals in Equations (3.53) through (3.55) are affected upward 
along the closed curve Cq shown in Figure 3-2 and is made up of the 
part of circle C^: s ® Rq that lies to the left of the straight line 
defined by: £ = Xq , where Xq is a large enough positive real number so 




Note that the numerators of the integrands in Equations (3.53) 
through (3.55) are multi-valued functions of s and so are their respec­
tive denominators. However, these integrands themselves are single 
valued functions of s. Moreover, these integrands are analytical func­
tions of s on and within the closed contour Cq except at the simple 
poles given by the roots of their common denominator L(pb), i.e,
L(pb) = (1 + e - $2)pbl0 (pb) - 2s32I1 (pb) = 0 (3.56)
According to Watson [50] the roots of Equations (3.56) are all 
imaginary and generally distinct. It can also be shown that:
lim
V ” c/■[I*] eStds 1,2,3 (3.53a)
where 1^, and are, respectively, the integrands in Equations 
(3.53), (3.54) and (3.55). Thus, by Cauchy's theorem of residues the 
integrands in Equations (3.53), (3.54) and (3.55) are equal to the sum 





I^pb)/ ^IX(pb)J b2 (l+e)




|pbIQ(pr)/ -|^[L(pb)] b2 (l+e)










pb = ± ian
(3.59)
where iaR , n = 0,1,2,...., are the roots of Equation (3.56) while use 
was made of Equation (3.21)
Using the chain rule of differentiation, the properties of 
Bessel functions and Equation (3.56) one finds:
j , I,(ia)
fjtupb)]  1 n 2
pb = ± ia 2p.(1 + e - 3 )P ■ r n 1 n
v* (r,t) = / \  [?n Pl e Pl n 1
n=l
00
^  [J0[an % Pnple Pl ” ]
11=1
00
U*<r,t) " X j [JlC““ ^3/Jl(“n) ^  Pl ” ]
n=l
and
01 (r,t) - u^(r,t) [ plPn /  £(t- »  e
n=l ^
2"Pi a t. a  i
l n  d d
©2 (r,t)
u2(r,t)
V ’ o j [a £] 2 -p,a2tX  n 0 n b ~ M -x _ I n
/  “ , (« ) 1 n j  f ( t - ° e1 n 0
n=l
V ^ p p f
Z  w  Pi in=l
d£
2- p a t  





where and are defined by;
  1  (3 #63)
(1 + e)b
and 2 22(1 + e - 3 )a^
P “ — 5 2 2 2 5 5 T (3.64)
2ep (l+e-3 - 2e3 ) - (l+e-3 )[a (l+e-3 ) - 2e3 ]n
Using Equation (3.62) In conjunction with Equations (3.48) and (3.49) 
the results are:
m  ^






u(r,t) «= >  I r3‘+b(l+e-3") -^-7 rr-|PiP„f f(t-Oe PlCtn5d5 (3.66)
Once the function F(t) Is explicitly specified, the Integral appearing
In both Equations (3.65) and (3.66)
t 2P
f(t - K) e x n d? , (3.67)
0
Is evaluated and thus, the temperature and displacement as well as the 
stresses, Equations (2.85), are completely determined.
3.5-2 Harmonically Varying Surface Temperature
Let the surface temperature of the medium vary harmonically in 
time according to the following function:
F(t) = Tnsin(wt) , thus, f(t) = ̂ 0 sin(wt) (3.68)
u *
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Introducing Equation (3.68) into Equation (3.67) and integrating, the 
result is:
1 = 7 [ —
2 " pl Vsin (cot) - wcos(wt) + we
tpl°n +
(3.69)
Equations (3.65) and (3.66) in conjunction with Equations (3.63) and
(3.69) along with some properties of Bessel functions one finds the 




5 ) ? n.-—  - 2e8 .
a2tn
a2sin(wt) - b2(l +e)wcos(wt) + wb2(l +e) e b
[&4 + b4(l + e)2w2]• n ]
(3.70)






b2(l +e)wcos(wt) + wb2(l +e) e b (l+e)




3.6 Infinite Medium with a Cylindrical Hole
Let us consider an infinite elastic medium with a cylindrical 
hole. Let aQ be the cylindrical hole radius and assume that its lateral
•ftsurface is initially stress-free and at a uniform temperature T^ *= T ,
i.e., 6 = 0 and hence T = 0. Based on the so-called regularity 
condition both the temperature and the displacement must remain finite 
as r approaches infinity. Incorporation of the previously stated 
physical condition in conjunction with Equations (3.34) and (3.35) 
lead to the following relations:
Bj = B3 = 0 (3.72)
Thus, Equations (3.34) and (3.35) simplify to
T(r,s) *» - pB^KQ(pr) (3.73)
JJ
u(r,s)  ---|[-p] + B^Kj (pr) (3.74)
P
with B3 and B^ two arbitrary constants determined from the appropriate 
boundary conditions. One such condition is that the hole surface 
remain stress-free in the radial direction and is subjected to a time 
dependent temperature function G(t) that is Laplace transformable. The 
boundary conditions are thus>
a = 0  , t :> 0 , thus , a = 0  at r B a (3.75)rr * " * * rr
0 = G(t) , t ^ 0 , thus , T = g(s) at r = a' (3.76)
mm 'fCwhere g(s) is the Laplace transform of G(t)/T .
Equation (3.16) in conjunction-with Equations (3.73) and (3.74)
yield:
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ft2 2o (r,s) = 2 [b2 " ba(p rjKj^pr)] (3.77)
P r
Introducing Equations (3.76) and (3.75) into Equations (3.73) and (3.77) 
leads, respectively, to:
- pB4 Kq(pa) = 0 (3.78)
1 [B0 - B.(p2a)K-(pa)] = 0 (3.79)2 2 2 ~4VF “'“1P a
Solving Equations (3.78) and (3.79) for B2 and B^ one obtains:
TpaK,(pa)I _ 1
B2 = [ K0 (pa) J g(s) ; B4 = “ pK0 (pa) g(s) (3*80)
Substitution of Equations (3.80) into Equations (3.73) and (3.74) gives: 
T(r,s) = rK0 (Pr)l
L 8<s) <3,81)
rK (pa) I _ TK (pr) 1 _
u(r>s) = Cr][ i V 5 5 - J  8(s) -[iK^irJ 8(s) (3‘82)
Inversion of Equations (3.81) and (3.82) is accomplished by 
means of the convolution theorem and the results are:
T(r,c) - I  g(t - E)0*(r,S) i% (3.83)
ru(r,t) = I g(t - £)u*(r,£) d£ (3.84)
with
u*(r,t) - u*(r,t) - u*(r,t) (3.85)
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X +i°°




u*(r,t) - ~jr J  (pa)/Kg (pa)] estds (3.87)
X -i« o
X +i~
u*(r,t) = 2^[ J  CK1(pr)/pKQ(pa)] eStds (3.88)
X -i°° o
To simplify the equations let us define the following functions:
f yea)ytr) - J0 qr)Y0 (;a) ]
0 1:51 2 2 I° [ Jj(ca) + Yj(Ca) J
[J.(Cr)Y0(Ca) - Y1(?r)J0(Ca) 1 2------- 2-----------
J0 (?a) + Y0 (?a) J
(3.88a)
(3.88b)
The integrand in Equation (3.86) has a branch point at s = 0 and it sim­
plifies to [49]
0*<r’c) “ (i +2e)n f  V r>?)?e (1+E> d? (3,89)
Jn
00 g2t
where Jq and Yq are the Bessel and Neumann-Bessel functions of order 
zero, respectively.
The integrands in Equations (3.87) and (3.88) are. analytical 
functions of the complex variable s except at s = 0 which is a branch 
point. These integrands are therefore, analytical on and within the 
enclosed curve C2shown in Figure 3-3. Thus excluding the branch point.
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Figure 3-3
The integrals in Equations (3.87) and (3.88) are taken upwards 
along the straight line AB where Xq is a large positive real number. By 
Cauchy's theorem of residues we have:
11̂ 1 (Pa)/P^O(Pa)] eSt(Js " 0 (3.90)
2
l[K1 (pr)/pK()(pa)] eStds = 0 (3.91)
2
However, one can write:
B C D E F A X - i R D  F
/ • / * /  * / * /  */ * / " /  */ * / * /C 9 A B C D E F X -iR C T E 2 O
« 0 (3.92)
2 2 
Letting s ** ej' on ^  an<* 8 = (1 \ e) e 71 on EF lead to:
D F D
/ * / • ■ /
(3.93)
C E C
From Equations (3.92) and (3.93) one finds 
X_+iR D
(3.94)r ->/-/X -iR c ro
Equation .(3.94) in conjunction with Equations (3.87) and (3.88) and 
(3.88b) result in [49]:
<•“ _ e2t
u*(r,t> = (1 +2e H J  Kjl-.Oe (1+e> dC
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u2 (r>t) ° (1 +  Ot. j j Hl(r-° e (1+C)
h  f  Kl(pr) st . 1
[2ti pK0 (pa) e SJ- lira I e ds I (3.96)
p ->■ 0
Substituting Equations (3.95) and (3.96) into Equation (3.85) and noting 
that the combined contributions of the second terms in Equations (3.95) 
and (3.96) approach zero as pq approaches zero, one obtains:
_ c2t
u*(r,t) = (i +2e)Tr I C(a/r)N1 (a,C) - N1(r,?)]e 1̂+e^dc (3.97)
Jo
Introducing Equations (3.89) and (3.97) into Equations (3.83) and (3.84) 
they become:
t ~ xj2t
T(r’t) = (i + e)ii J  g(t " ^J*[N0(r»?)e U+e)d?jd5 (3.99)
U r̂,t  ̂ = (1 + V ) ¥  j  g^t ~ 1̂+E^dcjd5 (3.100)
Equations (3.99) and (3.100) represent the general temperature and 
displacement fields in an infinite elastic isotropic medium with a cyl­
indrical hole subjected to a surface temperature defined by a function 
G(t) under the assumption of quasi-static condition.
Once the function G(t) is specified, the temperature T(r,t) and 
the displacement u(r,t) are completely determined and so are the thermal 
stresses by means of Duhamel-Neumann relations (Equations (2.85)).
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/3.6-1 Harmonically Varying Surface Temperature 
Let the function G(t) be given by
T
G(t) = TgSinOot) or g(t) = —j- sin(wt) (3.101)
T
Substituting Equation (3.101) into Equations (3.99) and (3.100), using 
Equations (3.88a) and (3.88b), interchanging the order of integration 
and rearranging yield:
-
T(r,t) = ̂ f  Nn (r,;)J ^ Sln(Mt) ~ + £>g°° -1- ^ W






5  I |C ( a /r ) N 1 (a,C) -  ^ ( r , ? ) ] .
0 L T? t[g^sin(a)t) - (1 + e)ucos(fa)t) 4- (j(l-fe)e ICc4 + a  + e ) 2» 2] J J dC(3.103)
respectively. Thus the complete solution for the infinite medium with 
a cylindrical hole subjected to a harmonically dependent temperature 
is obtained.
The results of two specific cases considered here are now 
compared with those obtained under different assumptions as published 
in reference [49]. However, before proceeding with the comparison let 
us account for the effects of the assumptions made in both works on 
the displacement and the temperature fields. Let (u^, 0^) and (u, 0) 
denote the displacement and temperature obtained and reported in ref­
erence [49] and those obtained in the course of this investigation.
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In analogy with the coupling parameter let us introduce an 
inertia parameter m. Therefore, one can write:
Up - Up(r,t,m) , 0D - ©D (xr»t) (3.104)
u = u(r,t,e) , 0 = 0 (r,t,e) (3.105)
3.7 Comparison
Examination of Equations (3.104) and (3.105) allows the following 
observations
1. Ignoring the contribution of inertial effect (by setting 
m <= 0) in Equations (3.104) and the contribution of 
coupling effect (by setting e = 0) in Equation (3.105), 
the resulting equations must be identical, i.e.,
Up(r,t,0) = u(r,t,0) (3.106)
2. Dropping the coupling effect contribution (e “ 0) from 0 
must result in 0p, i.e.,
0p(r,t) = 0 (r,t,O) (3.107)
The inertia effect contribution in the expression of uQ given by 
Dhaliwal and Chowdhury [49] is not as explicit as is the coupling effect 
contribution in the expression of u obtained in this investigation. 
Therefore, it was decided to compare only the temperature distributions, 
i.e., to prove that the identity given by Equation (3.107) is true. 
However, it is reminded that the expressions for 0 given by Equations
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(3.70) and (3.102) are expressed In terms of dimensionless parameters 
defined by Equations (3.4). Moreover
C c
b ® (— ) b , a “ (— ) a and **> “ (3.108)
° * ^
where ujq is the frequency used in Dhaliwal and Chowdhury's work.
Setting e = 0 and using Equations (3.4), (3.21), (3.63), (3.64)
and (3.108), and then rearranging Equations (3.70) and (3.102) become
oo 2 ”K^nbl
n , t , 2KT° V  f V V V l ’l f rtn'ta,otl " “..“ " V l  + “o6 1
■ —  Z  I J. a  b ) I' I --------- 2 ~  "2 4----------------- 1o : L l'rtn o J oj + k X Jn=l o n
(3.109)
and
0(r. ,t.) 2KTofTr(icz2sl”“oti ■ “0cos“oti + “0e_lcZ tj:l
J o  [ I  7 ^ ?  J ‘




K  " («r,/bn> » Z " (3.111)n n o 1 *
The corresponding temperature distributions obtained by Dhaliwal and 





. 2 ~k\ t. n 1T0 V r n̂J0(Vl> 1, f * V lnV i  - + V* 1
ZjI Jt(ft b ) I I 2 . 2,4 I° n=l 1 n o J L uo + K Xn
(4.55)
and
2kT r°° r  TKZ^sinw.t. - w-coso) t. + u e <Z ^  0 = ----0.1 Z -------2-1----2----2_1----o-----  1D " U L  ^ - 2z4 J
[J0<zao > y zrl> - Y0<Zao)J0fZrl)1 
L J0 (Zao) + Y0 (Zao} j . (5.34)
It is easily seen that Equations (3.109) and (4.55) are identical, so 
are equations (3.110) and (5.34) and thus, as expected, the identity 
given by Equation (3.107) is true. Therefore, the results obtained 
in this work are verified.
Chapter 4
TWO DIMENSIONAL PLANE STRAIN COUPLED 
THERMOELASTICITY
4.1 Introduction
The renewed interest of the researchers in the coupled theory of 
thermoelasticity motivated by the work of Biot [lO] , resulted in many 
investigations in this area. However, most of these investigations 
dealt with one-dimensional problems and even then they produced approx­
imate solutions of various types. The works of Hetnarski [20,24,25], 
Dhaliwal and Shanker [2l], Boley et al. [22,30] , Dillon [26] and Soler 
and Brull [28] are representative of these investigations.
The two and three dimensional problems on the other hand have 
not received similar attention the major reason being their mathemati­
cal complexities. Among the few investigations dealing with multi-di­
mensional problems are those of Eason and Sneddon [l8] , Paria [l9] , 
Achenbach [23] , Dragos (33] and Nowacki [5l] . The first referenced 
work produces exact solutions in terms of multiple integrals, the sec­
ond presents short time solutions, the third proposes an approximate 
solution, the fourth yields large time solution and assumes weakly con­
ducting medium (k - 0) and the last uses stress rather than displace­
ment formulation, introduces Airy's like functions and treats plane 
stress and plane strain problems.
To the author's knowledge most of the investigations for single 
and multi-dimensional cases made use of thermoelastic potentials as is 
the case in most uncoupled thermoelasticity investigations. However,
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there are certain disadvantages associated with the introduction of 
these potentials. These disadvantages have been reviewed and summa­
rized by Bahar and Hetnarski [52]. In the same paper, Bahar and 
Hetnarski treated two one-dimensional cases. The first case is that of 
a half-space and the second is that of an elastic layer (an elastic 
medium infinite in extent in two directions and finite in the third). 
They used Laplace transform and cast the transformed equations in a 
matrix form. By means of the matrix exponential method, upon which the 
state space approach of modern control theory is based, they obtained 
the solutions in the transform domain. In a later paper [53], Bahar 
and Hetnarski investigated the same cases treated in [52] by what they 
refer to as "direct approach". This method consists of using the 
Laplace transform along with an elimination process by which decoupling 
of the transformed coupled equations is accomplished. As a result of 
decoupling they obtained two similar fourth order linear ordinary dif­
ferential equations for the temperature and the displacement. Using 
standard integration techniques, they obtained the solutions in the 
transform domain for the cases treated. In the above two papers no use 
of any thermopotentials was made.
The present work uses the "direct approach" and treats two-di­
mensional coupled problems under the plane strain assumption. By means 
of the separation of variables technique the general solution in the 
transform domain is obtained. As an application, solutions for the 
Lamb plane problem under two loading conditions are presented. The 
steady-state (large time, i.e. s «* - iu> for our case) solutions are the 
same as the corresponding ones, obtained by another technique and under 
similar conditions and assumptions, reported in Nowacki [40].
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4.2 Statement of the Problem
Consider an elastic Isotropic homogeneous medium, whose tempera­
ture and displacement fields are functions of time,t, and the spatial 
variables x and y. In addition, assume that the displacement component 
In the z-direction is zero (w = 0),i.e, plane strain case. Good ex­
amples of such systems are infinite space and infinitely long cylinders
heated or loaded over their lateral surfaces on which no temperature or
*
displacement variations occur in the z-direction. For such systems the 
following holds true:
0 = 0 (x,y,t) ; u = u(x,y,t) ; v = v(x,y,t) ; w = 0 (4.1)
*where, 0 is the temperature increment above a reference temperature T 
at which the medium is stress-free and u and v are, respectively, the 
non-zero x and y components of the displacement vector U.
4.3 Basic Equations
In the absence of body forces and internal heat generation the 
system's governing differential equations, deduced from Equations 
(2.83) and (2.84) of Chapter 2, are:
y(u »xx + U »yy) + (^ + ̂ ^ U »XX + V »Xy) = Y0»X +
v(v,xx + V,yy) + (x + y)(v»yy + u,xy) " Y0’y + (4,3)
(e'xx + ®>yy)" * ® ■ n(" ’x + (4-A)
with
Y = (3X + 2p)a ; n «= yT*/k ; k = k/pC (4.5)
w
where a dot (•) denotes differentiation with respect to time, a comma
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(») represents partial differentiation, X and y are the Lame1* constants
*a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, T is the temperature 
at which the medium is unstressed, C£ is the specific heat at constant 
strain, p is the material's mass density and k and k are, respectively, 
the material's thermal conductivity and diffusivity.
4.4 Governing Equations in the Transform Domain
Assuming, without loss of generality and for algebraic simplici­
ty, zero initial conditions for our system, i.e.,
Taking the Laplace transforms, over the time t, of Equations (4.2), 
(4.3) and (4.4) and making use of the conditions depicted by Equations 
,(4.6) lead to:
where s is the Laplace transform parameter and u, v and 0 are the 
Laplace transforms of u, v and 0 respectively.
4.5 General Solution in the Transform Domain
essential that Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) be decoupled. De­
coupling of these equations, however, is not as easy as in the one-di­
mensional case. In the one-dimensional case, such as that treated by
u(x,y,0) = u(x,y,0) = v(x,y,0) = v(x,y,0) = 0 (x,y,O) = 0 (4.6)
y (u, + u, ) + (X + y)(u, + v,xx yy xx
y(v, + v, ) + (X + y)(v, + u, ) = + ps^vxx yy yy xy y
V (4.7)
(4.8)
= ns(5,x + v,y) (4.9)
In order to solve for u(x,y,s), v(x,y,s) and 0(x,y,s), it is
Bahar and Hetnarski [53]], the decoupling is readily achieved by a 
single elimination process. In the present case, as will be shown 
later, decoupling is accomplished in three steps, an elimination, an 
integration and then a second elimination.
1. First Elimination
Differentiation of Equations (4.7) and (4.8) with respect to x 
and y, respectively, lead to
y(u, + u, ) + (X + y)(u, + v, ) = Y©» + ps^u, (4.10)*xxx *yyx ’xxx *xyx' *xx K *x v
_ _ _ _ _  o—y(v, + v, ) + (X + y)(v, + u, ) = y0, + ps v, (4.11)*xxx yyx yyx *xyx' ’yx *x
and
y(u, + ui ) + (X + y)(u, + v, ) = Y0> + Ps^u, (4.12)*xxy yyy xxy ’xyy *xy *y
y(v, + v, ) + (X + y) (v, + u, ) = Y0* + Ps^v, (4.13)xxy yyy yyy xyy yy y
fiubstracting Equation (4.12) from Equation (4.11) and rearranging yield
9 2V <5,x - 5.y> = (5>x - S,y) (4.14)
Addition of Equations (4.10) and (4.13) and collection of like terms 
result in
2
V2(5,x + v ly) - (u.x + v.y) - V20 (4.15)
2 a2 32
where, V °  r- +  s- is the two- dimensional Laplacian.
3x 3y
Introduction of M(x,y) and P(x,y) defined as follow
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and then introducing Equations (4.16) and (4.17) into Equations (4.9) 
(4.14) and (4.15) one, after rearranging, finds
(V2 - s2/c2) M(x,y) = 0 (4.18)
(V2 - s2/c2) P(x,y) = V20(x,y) (4.19)
(V2 - s/k) 0 (x,y) = nsP(x,y) (4.20)
where, and C2 are the so-called longitudinal and transverse isother­
mal wave propagation velocities, respectively, and are defined by
c2 = (X + 2y)/p ; c^ “ ll/p (4.21)
The functions M(x,y) and P(x,y) defined by Equations (4.16) and
(4.17) are the Laplace transforms of the rotation (2w ) and the dilata-z
tion (A) defined in Love [2] , respectively.
The preceding step replaced u and v by the rotation M and the 
dilatation P and resulted in Equations (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) two 
of which, Equations (4.19) and (4.20) are still coupled. Decoupling 
of these two equations is achieved by elimination of P or 0 between 
them. This elimination is accomplished as follows.
Substitution of P(x,y) from Equation (4.20) into Equation (4.19) 
results in
(4.22)(*4-
2or when applying the Laplacian 7 on Equation (4.20) one- obtains
(V2 - |)V20(x,y) = nsV2P(x,y), (4.23)
o_then substitution of V 0(x,y) from Equation (4.19) into Equation (4.23)
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and collection of like terms yield
2 2
V4 - [(“■ + 3^)8 + ̂ v 2 + ̂  £p(x,y)] = 0 (4.24)
where,
pcx cx k
V4 = V2(72) - 2-j + 2 “4 — 2 + ̂  (4.25)
3x 3x 3y 3y
Introduction of the thermoelastic coupling parameter e, defined by ^7^, 
q2(3X + 2u)2I«
E " pCe(X + 2p) « (4‘26)
in conjunction with Equations (4.5) and (4.21) results in
e. =  DI = HL_ (a 27)
k (X + 2v) 2 C4,27)
PC1
Using Equation (4.27), Equations (4.22) and (4.24) become after decom­
position,
(V2 - k2)(V2 - k2) [0(x,y)] = 0 (4.28)
(72 - k2)(V2 - k2) [P(x,y)] = 0 (4.29)
2 2where, k* and k* are the roots of the following biquadratic equation:
k4 - [(1 + e) -  +  ̂ ]  k2 + ̂  = 0 (4.30)
K C1 KC1
or equivalently,
ki>2 - ![(i+e >k + 4  + 4 2 - 424 ? ]  (4-3i)L cx KCĵ
The first elimination process, therefore, transformed the original sys­
tem of coupled Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) to the equivalent 
system of uncoupled Equations (4.18), (4.28) and (4.29). This system 
of uncoupled equations is next integrated and the expressions of M, P 
and 0 are determined.
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2. Integration
a) Expression of M(x,y)
The integration of Equation (4.18) is achieved by means of 
the separation of variables technique. This technique assumes that
M(x,y) = X(x)Y(y) (4.32)
thus, resulting in
V2M = V2 (XY) « Y + X ̂  (4.33)
dx dy
Upon substitution of Equations (4.32) and (4.33) into Equation (4.18) 
and division of the resulting equation, throughout, by M(x,y) one finds
1 d2X l d V  s2 ,, ,,,
x T 2 = - y T T  + —  (4‘34)dx dy c2
The left-hand side of Equation (4.34) is a function of x alone; the
right-hand side is a function of y alone (s is a parameter); and x and
y are independent variables. The only way in which a function of x 
can equal to a function of y is for both functions to be constants and 
thus,
2 2 21 d*X 1 d Y j S  2
X 7 2  = - Y T 2 + —  (4‘35)dx dy Cg
and hence,
^  - v2X = 0 (4.36)
dxZ
^  - v2Y - 0 (4.37)
dy
where, v is an arbitrary constant and is defined by
v2 = 4 - v 2 (4.38)
°2
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It is easily verified that the general solutions of Equations (4.36) 
and (4.37) are:
X(x) *= A^e^X + A^e VX (4.39)
vny -v,y
Y(y) - A3e + A4e (4.40)
and therefore the general solution of Equation (4.18) is:
J* vx -vxir v,y -v..y|
M(x,y) = A^e + A2e Jl^ 6 + \ e J (4.41)
To find 0 and P there are three possible methods. The first method 
consists of integrating Equations (4.28) and (4.29) and thus, yielding 
expressions for 0 and P, each containing eight arbitrary constants of
integration. The integration constants in the expressions of 0 on bne
hand and P on the other may appear to be different and independent but 
are in fact related through Equations (4.19) and (4.20). The second 
method consists of integrating Equations. (4.29) to find P. The ex­
pression of P just found is introduced into Equation (4.20)or Equation 
(4.19) which in turn is integrated to obtain 0. The third method con­
sists of integrating Equation (4.28) and thus resulting in 0. The 
obtained 0 is then used in conjunction with either Equation (4.20) or 
Equation (4.19) to yield P. The set of solutions (0,P) obtained by 
any one of the previously described methods is equivalent to those 
sets obtained by the other two methods. In each case the set (0,P) 
must satisfy Equations (4.28) and (4.29) simultaneously. It can be 
seen that the first and second methods involve and require more mathe­
matical manipulations than the third method and on this account the 
third method will be used in the present work.
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b) Expression of 0 (x,y)
The general solution of Equation (4.28) is
0 (x,y) = ©1(x,y) + §2(x,y) (4.42)
where, 0  ̂and §2 are the general solutions to
(V2 - k2)01(x,y) = 0 C4.43)
and
(V2 - k2)02 (x,y) = 0 (4.44)
respectively. Using the separation of variables technique, and by 
analogy with Equation (4.18), the general solutions of Equations (4.43) 
and (4.44) are, respectively
XjX -AjX pjy -B2y
©jCXjy) = (B1e +B2e )(B3e +B4e ) (4.45)
X,x -X„x p.y -B«y 
©2(x,y) = (B^e +Bge )(B7e +Bge ) (4.46)
where» X^and are arbitrary constants and B^ and 82 are defined by
«2 . 2 ,2 02 2 ,2 ,,
“ 1 “ 1 ; 2 = 2 " 2 (4.47)
Thus, the solution of Equation (4.28) becomes
X..X -X.x B.y -B.y
0(x,y) = (B^e + B2e )(Bge + B^e )
X,x -X9x B^y -B9y 
+ (B5e + Bge )(B?e + Bge ) (4.48)
c) Expression of P(x,y)
From Equation (4.48) one obtains 
(V2 - f)0(x,y) = (X2 + 82 - ̂  + (X2 + B2 - f )§2 (4.49)
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Substituting Equation (4.49) into Equation (4.20), using Equation
(4.47) and solving for P(x,y) lead to
Xnx -X,x B-y -B-y
+ B2e A )(B3e A + B4e A )p(k.y) ' 1
>]
9 _ *9x “X„x B,y -39y
+(k2 “ t)(B5e + V  )(B7e + B8e ^  (A,50)
To complete the solution in the transform domain, u and v are 
to be determined. To determine u(x,y) and v(x,y) Equations (4.16) and
(4.17) are next integrated. The integration of the previous equations, 
however, is not possible unless they are decoupled. This decoupling is 
attained through elimination (the second elimination step mentioned 
earlier) as follows
3. Second Elimination Step
Differentiation of Equations (4.16) and (4.17)with respect to x 
and y result, respectively, in
M, = v, - u, (4.51)*x xx *yx
P, = u, + v, (4.52)* *xx *xy
and
M, = v, - u, (4.53)y xy yy
P, = u, + v, (4.54)y xy yy
Substracting Equation (4.53) from Equation (4.52) and adding Equation 
(4.51) to Equation (4.54), respectively, lead to
V2u(x,y) = P, - M, (4.55)x y
and
V2v(x,y) «= P, + M, (4.56)y x
Making use of Equations (4.41) and (4.50), Equations (4.55) and (4.56)
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become:
V2u(x,y) = - v ^ A ^ e ^  + A2e“VX) (A^ 1 - A^e 1 )
1 T 2 s ^lx “A-x y
+ TTi[xi(ki - f )(Bie “ V  X V  + V  >
2 g *2X "X2X Bl>y+X0(k: - ̂ )(B,.e Z - B,e 2  “B2y)l (4 57) ) (B?e + B 8e 2 'J2 2 °6
and
_2— f k vx . -vxW t  Vly . . -VlyN ,V v(x,y) = vCA^ - A2e )(A3e + A^e ) +
1 fa tv1 B\ fn X±X 4. n ~X;l3\ (n n^i[Bl(kl " (Ble + 2e ) 3e " 4e )
o _ K *  " V  39y -3 9y 1
+32(k2 “ f><B5e + V  ) (B7e - Bge 2 ) (4.58)
For the same reasons presented earlier in the case of Equations (4.28) 
and (4.29), Equation (4.57) will be integrated to get u(x,y) and then 
the resulting u(x,y) is used in connection with Equations (4.16) and
(4.17) to find v(x,y).
d) Expression of u(x,y)
The general solution of Equation (4.57) is sought in the 
following form
u(x,y) = u (x,y) + u (x,y) (4.59)c  p
where u (x,y) is a particular solution of Equation (4.57) and u (x,y)P c
is the general solution of the complementary (homogeneous) equation of 
Equation (4.57), i.e,
V2uc(x,y) = 0 (4.60)
The general solution of Equation (4.60), similar to Equation (4.18), is
obtained by means of the separation of variables technique is:
Y,x -Y-iX iY-iY “iy-iY
uc(x,y) = (D^e + D2e ^ D3e + D4e )(4.61)
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where y^ is an arbitrary constant and i is the complex number whose
square is equal to (-1).
As to the particular solution, u^, it can be verified that the
following is such a solution:
2v, c„1 2 vx -vx vqy “V,y
u (x,y)   2~^Ale + *2 e ^ A3e " A4e ) +s
i r xi 2 s Xix -Xix Biy _3iy
- B - e  > < > m  + » - . < =  >
K  9 _ X9* -X„x e9y -B9y n+ rf(k2 - f> (V  -V )(V  +V  > <4-62>
2 J
and thus, the general solution of Equation (4.57) is:
2v.c« vx -vx v..y -v..y
u(x,y)   2~^Ale + A2e ^ A3e “ A4e  ̂+s
1 TX1 2 s Xlx -Xlx 3ly ~3lyh hj(ki ’ tKBie - v KB3e + v >
1
X2 2 e X2X “X2x P2y " 32y .+ "4(k; - ~) (B_e 1 - B„e 1 ) (B,e Z + B_e 1 ) (4.63)
-]. 2 2 k 5 6 1 82
e) Expression of v(x,y)
From Equation (4.16) one gets:
v, = u, + M(x,y) (4.64)
x  y
Equation (4.64) in conjunction with (4.38), (4.41), (4.63) becomes:
2 2v c9 vx -vx v-y -v.y
v,x - — )(A3e + A^e ) +
s[. X,x -x-.x 3-|y -B-,y1 1 >. 2 _ s) (B^e 1 - B2e 1 ) (B3e 1 - B^e 1 ). k2 1 <
>]
Y-x -Y-,x iy,y -iy-.y 
+ iY1 (D1e X + D2e X )(D3e + D4e x ) (4.65)
X9B9 9 a X9x -X9x B9y -B9y+ ̂ (k2-t>(V  -V >(V  -V >1 
2
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Integration of Equation (4.65) over x, while keeping y fixed, yields: 
vc2 vx -vx v.y -v.y
v(x,y) = -— {k̂ e. - A2e ) (Age 1 + A^e 1 )
s
M i H8, 0 . A.x “A-jX 8,y -B.y- |) (Bxe X + B2e x ) (B3e x - B4e x ) +
39 - A_x -A2x  3?y -87y
-f(kl - #> <B5e + B 6e ) (®7e - B 8e 2 ) 
2
J
Y-.X “Y-.X ir,y “iY,y
+ i(Die x - D2e x )(D3e - D4e x ) + F(y)
(4.66)
To determine the function F(y) explicitly Equation (4.66) is differ­
entiated with respect to y and then substituted into Equation (4.17) 
along with Equations (4.50) and (4.63) and in so doing it is found that
F(y) = K “ constant (4.67)
and thus,
vc2 vx -vx v.y -v.y 
v(x,y) = ~2~^kie ~ A2e  ̂̂ A3e + A4e ^s
1 r 31 „ 2 Sw n
^  [ 7 (ki - 7 )(Bie
9 Xix "*ix 3,y -8,y
Le X + B2e X )(B3e x - B4e x )
\L
3, « A,x -A„x 3,y -3«y
+  ^ ( k 2 -  f )  ( Bs e  2 + B 6 e  2 ) ( B 7 e 2 -  Bge  )
2
Y.x -Y-.X iY,y -iY-,y
+ i ^ e  X - D2e X )(D3e X r- D4e X ) + K
■]
(4.68)
In the expressions of u, v and 0 found thus far, there appear 
a total of seventeen constants (A^, A^, B^, Bg, D^, D^,
K) and four arbitrary, generally, complex parameters (v, X^, Xg, Y p  • 
The maximum possible number of boundary conditions for the system 
being twelve (four on u, four on v and four on 0) therefore, the 
above listed constants of integration cannot all be determined from 
the available boundary conditions alone. In fact some of these con­
stants resulted from the decoupling process of the original coupled 
system of Equations. To determine and evaluate these extra constants 
it is reminded that 0, u and v of Equations (4.48), (4.63) and (4.68) 
are solutions of the original system of coupled Equations, (4.7), (4.8) 
and (4.9), and thus, they must satisfy them simultaneously.
Incorporation of Equations (4.48), (4.63) and (4.68) in 




0 = 0  (4.71)
with
i 2 9
G± = (X + 2y - - f) “ Y i - 1,2 (4.72)
ki
or when rearranging:
. a ±  2ita 4 . r(l _ I L . ) S + -fifi-lk? + - V g L .  (4.72a)i 1 L k (X+2y)y (X+2y)J *i (X+2y)
Making use of Equation (4.27) one finds:
Gi ■ Skj^ 1  k± - 1 1 + * > t + 4 ]  ki + 4 ?  (4-73>
nski ci kci
where, and e are the same as defined by Equations (4.21) and (4.26),
respectively. The second factor in Equation (4.73) is identical to
the right-hand side of Equation (4.30), which is identically zero,
thus.,
G± = 0 i - 1,2 (4.74)
Equation (4.74) in conjunction with Equations (4.69) and (4.70) yield
Y-,x -Y..X iY,y -Y-.y
(D-je 1 + D2e ± ) (D3e + D^e 1 ) = 0  (4.75)
and
Y-.X -Yi-x iY,y -iY'-iy
(D^ 1 - D2e 1 )(D3e X - D4e ) + K 5 0 (4.76)
and hence:
D1 E D2 = D3 = D4 E K E 0 (4.76a)
Incorporation of Equations (4.76a) into Equations (4.63) and (4.68) 
lead to the final general solutions in the transform domain for the
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system of coupled Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), these solutions are
X,x -X.x 8-1 y -B,y 
0 (x,y,s) = (Bie x + B2e x )(B3e x + B4e x ) +
X,x -X,x 0 y -0-y
(B5e z + Bfie ^ )(B?e 1 + Bge 1 ) (4.77)
v..c9 vx -vx v.y -v.y 
u(x,y,s)   2~^Ale + A2e ) ̂ A3e " A4e )
i f '  X x -X.x B,y -0.,y+ irr i - CBxe -V ><V +v >
1
^9 9 _ X„x — X»x B,y '"fijy
+ -j(K - f)(B.e - B.e i >(B e 1 + B e 1 ) 
k2 ']
2 ' (4.78)c2 vx -vx v^y -v^y
v(x,y,s) = -7j(A1e - A2e ) (Age + A^e )
s
i rBi 2 s Xix "Xix Biy _3iy+̂ B(ki -t> (Bie +v > (B3e -v >
6, , -k,x B,y —6,y "I+ 7(k2-f>(B5e +V  ) (®7e -Bge )J
2 - <4.79)
where the remaining constants are functions of the Laplace parameter,s 
and are determined along with v, X^ and X2 from the appropriate bound­
ary conditions of the system.
Equations (4.77) through (4.79) may, depending on the system's 
geometry and boundary conditions, be expressed in terms of the expo­
nential, trigonometric, hyperbolic or any combination of these func­
tions, as will be seen later in the the case of the Lamb plane problem 
of thermoelasticity given as an application of the present work.
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In the following articles the Lamb plane problem of thermo­
elasticity subjected to harmonic loadings at its free surface is in­
vestigated. The investigation is carried out by means of the tech­
nique developed in this work and that presented and used by Nowacki 
[40]. These techniques will be referred to, hereafter, as the direct 
and the indirect techniques, respectively. In addition, the results 
obtained, under the same assumptions, by both techniques are compared 
and some conclusions are drawn.
4 .6 Direct Technique
Consider an elastic isotropic medium occupying the region
defined by, 0 < x < » and < y < and loaded in such a way as to
satisfy the conditions stated in Articles 4.2 and 4.3. On physical
grounds the following two conditions must be satisfied,
(i) - © and u approach zero as x approaches infinity (regularity
condition),
(ii)- 0 and u must remain finite as y approaches +®.
Condition (i) in conjunction with Equations (4.77) through (4.79) 
results in
A1 - Bi - b5 = 0 , (4.80a)
and the fact that v, X^ and X2 are either real positive parameters or 
have positive real parts.
Condition (ii) implies that the y dependent terms in Equations (4.77) 
through (4.79) are bounded functions, i.e., trigonometric functions.
Thus v^» and g2 must he pure imaginary parameters or equivalently,
the parameters a2» V2 and y2 defined by
v - iv2 ; 3X - ia2 and 32= iY2 » (4.80b)
are real positive parameters. Equations (4.38) and (4.47) in con­
junction with Equation (4.80b) become
2 2 s2 2 .2 .2 , 2 y2 .2 onv2 = v -- 2 » “2 “ *1 " ^1 an“ Y2 = A2 - k2 (4.81)
c
2
Introducing Equations (4.80a) and (4.80b) into Equations (4.77) through 
(4.79), they reduce to
_ -A^x -A2x
0 (x,y,x) = (a.jCosa2y + b^sina^e + (a2cosY2y + b2sinY2y)e
(4.82)
2
_ V2°2 -vxu(x,y,s) = — 2 ~ (bgcosv^ - a^sinv^e
where the constants a^, ..., a3 and b^, ..., b3 are given by
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al = ® 2 B3 + B2B4) • 
a2 " B̂6B7 + B6B8  ̂ ’
bl - i » 2B3 - B2B4) ,
b2 - i(B6B7 - B6Bg) , 
b 3 i Â2A3 ” A2AÂ  * *
(4.85a)
Using the Duhamel-Neumann’s relations (Equations (2.85))
aij “ 2yeij + (Xuk,k"Y0)6ij * i,:i,k “ 1,2,3■ (4.86)
and the, small, strain tensor definition,
Eij = 2 (ui,j + uj,i> i,j “ 1,2,3 (4.87)
one, after applying Laplace transformation, finds
^11 (x,y,s) " 2jJ“»x + X^ x  + ~ Y® (4.88)
12(x,y,s) » y(u,v + v,x) (4.89)
Incorporating Equations (4.82) through (4.84) into Equations
(4.88) and (4.89) and rearranging, the resulting equations become
2
2yvv2C2 _.x
a11(x,y,s)   g  (b3cosv2y “ a3sinv2y)e - y 0
i J” 2yX. o c 
—  (X+— - —)(a.coso„y+b1T)S ^ * K 1 1sinewy) e
-X^x
-X„xv „




2 2 U v  + O  2




The arbitrary constants a^, . a^, b^, b^ and the parameters
v2* a2* 12* X1 ant* x2 have to be determined for a given set of
boundary conditions. In what follows two such sets are considered.
4.6-1 Shear Loading
Suppose that the thermoelastic half-space remains at its initial 
temperature (0 = 0). The surface is free of normal stress (cr^ ° 0) 
and is subjected to a shear load -g(y)e at the surface x = 0 .
These boundary conditions can mathematically be stated as follows
(I). 0(0,y,t) = 0 , t >_ 0 , thus, 0(0,y,s) = 0
where g(y) is an arbitrary function of y satisfying the Dirichlet
(II). an (0,y,t) = 0 , t ̂  0 , thus, a1;L(0 ,y,s) = 0
(III). a12(0,y,t) = -g(y)e“1(0t , t >. 0 , thus, o12(0»y,s) = (s+iw)
conditions |g(y)|dy is absolutely convergent.
Condition (I) in conjunctionwith Equation (4.82)-leads to 
a1cos(a2y) + bjSin(a2y) + a2cos(y2y) + b2sin(y2y) = 0 (4.92)
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If £ a2 the identity given by Equation (4.92) holds true if and 
only if a^, a2» and b2 vanish simultaneously, thus leading to a
trivial solution. Hence for a non-trivial solution Equation (4.92) 
is satisfied if and only if
Y2 e a2 , (4.93)
and
a2 « -a1 , b2 » -b1 (4.94)
Incorporation of Equations (4.93) and (4.94) into Equations 
(4.82), (4i90) and (4.92) results in
-AjX “X2X
0 (x,y,s) = [a^coso^ + b^sinc^y]^ -e ] (4.95)
c2— 2 —\)x —an (x,y,s) ■ 2yyvv2 -jj [>3cosv2y - a3sin\>2y]e - yd
s
2 2




o12(x,y,s) •» X(v + v2) — ^ (a3cosv2y + b3sinv2y)e 
s
2a9\ ^  ± X, 2 s "Xix -
+ " ^ T  Zu (_1) 75 (ki " 7 )e - Vina2y]
i=l i
(4.97)
Condition (II) along with Condition (I), (©(0,y,s) = 0), and 
Equation (A.96) give
2
~2~ vv2̂-b3cosv2y “ a3slnv2yJ + H1Ca1cosct2y + 5 0 (A.98)
Vc2
8
where is defined by
H1 ' k [ [X +  ̂  [kl - P  - - fl] C«.99)
If V2 J* 02* ^or a non-trivial solution of 0, (a^ and do not 
vanish simultaneously), Equation (A.98) is satisfied if and only if 
VV2a3* vv2b3 ant* ®l van*sb simultaneously. However, as will be shown 
below, *= 0 leads to a contradiction. Regroupling the right-hand 
side of Equation (A.99) yields
%  - 2 2 [X(kl " k2)klk2 + 2y(Xl " x2)klk2 + 2y< (X2kl " Xlk2)l k,k0ns L J
(A.100)
Using Equations (A.93) and (A.81) one finds
,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 . , 2,2 .2, 2 2,. 2 .2. n  irm 
1 " 2 " 1 ” 2 2 1 ” 1 2  = tt2 1 ” 2 (A.101)
Substituting Equations (A.101) into Equation (A.100) and rearranging
Introducing
.2.2 3, 2
i 2 " 8 /lCcl (4.102a)
and
(X + 2y) / 2y = c ^ c * (4.102b)
which are obtain d from Equations (4.30) and (4.21), respectively, 
Equation (4.10 can be written
From Equation (4.104) one concludes that is a complex parameter,
is depicted by Equations (4.80b), and thus, cannot be different 
from d2> and hence
\>2 “ a2 (4.105)
Therefore, using Equations (4.81), (4.103) and (4.105) Equation (4.98) 
yields
(4.103)
Finally, from ~njation (4.103) ** 0 implies that
(4.104)
2(s is complex, c£ is real). However, this conclusion contradicts what
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[(Cj/Cj) (kj - kj) (v2 + 0^)1
a3 L 2vLns --------- - J bl M '107)
The parameter 0 2  is unrestricted in the interval (0,®) and 
thus one can take the integration constants â  and to be functions 
of 0 2  and integrate over its range. Therefore, Equations (4.95),
(4.96) and (4.97) in conjunction with Equations (4.105), (4.106) and 
(4.107), along with the observation just made about 0 2 * become




I I ' ^«  L qs
k2)(v2+a2)e~vx
- h - 1> - X±X]
1 1[â (oi2)cosct2y + b^c^sino^y] I dĉ  (4.109)
® rr. 2 „ 2 , 2W  2 . 2N2 -vx
. r irxci(h  ■ 2 + a2 ea12(x,y,s) =  5------
J„ LL 2"sS
rXl ,.2 s. _X1* X2 ,.2 s,"X2xll172 <kl - k)e " J <k2 - 7)e JJ2^a2 *•ns lkz '"' '~ k2
K1 2
* [b̂ (a2)cosa2y ~ ai(°t2̂ ŝ na2y  ̂I ̂ a2 (4.110)]
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Utilizing the last boundary condition, condition (III), and using 
Fourier's integral theorem, to express the function g(y) in integral 
form [54] Equation (4.110) yields
I” Q(a2) [b1(o2)cosa2y " a1(a2)sina2y]da2
00
1
(s+iw) [A(a2)cosa2y + B(a2)sina2y]da2 (4.111)
where
A(a2) = “  j” g(y)cosa2ydy ; B(a2) = ̂  J” g(y)sina2ydy (4.112)
and
XciQ<“2̂  - — 5 I — ----‘-----5 ^ ------- 5---~  —  I (A. 113)ns
I" (k2 - k^) (v2 + t.2)2 + AOgV(X2n2 - Xgi.2) 1[ 2 ^  J
where use was made of Equations (4.30) and (4.81) and n^ and n2 are 
defined by
2
ni = ^ 2 " ki^ 1 " 1* 2 (4.114)
C1
The identity represented by Equation (4.111) in conjunction with 
Equations (4.112) give
b ( o 2 > j. f“
a.(a9) « ---------------------    g(y)sina2ydy (4.115)
(s-Hu)Q(a2) v (s+irn) Q(a2) ^
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)and
A (a2) 1 r“
b1^2> ■ "(s+id))Q(a"2")' ■ - it(o'+lu>q(a2) j g(y)coso2ydy (4.116)
mmOO
Equations (4.108) and (4.109) in conjunction with Equations (4.115) 
and (4.116) represent the complete solution in the transform domain 
of the Lamb plane problem with conditions (I), (XI) and (III).
4.6-2 Normal Loading
Suppose now, that the thermoelastic half-space maintains its 
initial temperature. Its surface remains shear-free and is subjected 
to an oscillating normal stress. The boundary conditions are again 
mathematically stated as
(IV). 0(0,y,t) = 0  , t >_ 0 thus, 0(0,y,s) = 0 .
(V). o12(0,y,t) = 0  , t >_ 0 thus, a12(0,y,s) = 0 .
(VD. a11(0 ,y,t) = - f(y)e“iWt , t > 0 thus, au (0,y,s) = ( g ^ y
where the function f(y) satisfies the same conditions imposed on the 
function g(y) in the previous case (subarticle 4.6-1). Conditions (I) 
and (IV) are identical and hence they lead to the same conclusions. 
Therefore Equations (4.95) through (4.97) are applicable in the 






[v2 + v^J [a3cosv2y + b3 sin«2y]
- ^(b^osagy - a^sina2y) = 0 (A* 117)
with H3 defined as
* 2
2 “ [  7  ^  -  7> -  7  (k2 -  7>] ( « • ! ! »
When rearranging and making use of Equations (4.30) and (4.114), 
one can write
2ot9cl 2 2H2 = - \2np (4.118a)
ns
If v2 J* a2 » f°r a non-trivial solution for o, (a^ and cannot vanish
simultaneously), the identity given by Equation (4.117) is satisfied if
2 2 2 2and only if the quantities (v +u2)a2» (v +*>2 ^ 3  ant* ®2* van*-sh simul-
2 3taneously. However, since in Equation (4.118a) c^, n, s and a2 are 
all non-zero parameters, the condition of H2 = 0 , requires that
Xln2 “ A2nl " 0 °r Xln2 " X2nl (4.118b)




Equation (4.119) Indicates that 02 Is a complex number and thus con­
tradicts what is depicted by Equation (4.80b). Therefore, v2 cannot be 
different from t*2 and thus Equation (4.105) also holds true for the 
present loading conditions. Incorporation of Equations (4.105) and 
(4.118a) into Equation (4.117) and rearrangement of the resulting 
identity equation yield
2 0 2c„ 2c,
\r 2 4. 2\ f 2 1 2  , 2 2., 1(v + ct2> 2 a3 “ 3 (xln2 " ^2nl^ 1 IL 3 X]8 J cosao y
2 2
^ 2 a. 2n C2 u j. 2Cla2 /, 2 , 2. 1 , _ _+ |(v + a2) 2 3 3  ̂ln0 ” 2nl S1 sina2y "L s qs 2 J
(4.120)
From Equation (4.120) a^ and bg are found to be
2<cl/c2)a2(V2 - Vl>f ( (\ n2 ~ S V  1 
L ns(v2+a?) J 1a = ------ * * a — ---- — lb, (4.121)
f 2(c2/c2)a2(lin2 - X2n2) 1
" =  ~ 2 ------------|ai3 , 2.2. J 1 (4.122)' ns(v +a2) J
Here again, as in the previous loading case, the parameter is
unrestricted in the interval (0, “) and thus the constants a^ and b^ 
are taken as functions of a2« This fact in conjunction with the 
results obtained thus far, along with Equations (4.108), (4.96) and 
(4.97) lead to
H -X.x -*9x ”1(e -e ) ^(ct^cosagy + b1(a2)sina2y] lda2 (4.123)
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a1]L(x,y,s)
oo r ( 1 , 2 2 . - 2  ■» 2X -vx4>1Vcla 2a in2 ~ 2nl +3r 2 j. ns (v + a2)
2yX -X, x
M [ a  + - j )  <ki - e 1
22yX(« n -X0x."l
-[(A + - T >  ( k ^ - f ) - 1YB]e ]
2 J










ns - t>e Xl* - ^  < 4  - t>e ^ l ]  
1 2 JJ
[(bl(a2>cosa2y -  a1(a2)sina2y)jjda2 (4.125)
Using the last boundary condition, Condition (VI), and 
representing £(y) in its integral form, by means of Fourier's integral 




| R(a2) [a^a^coso^y + b^Cc^) sinewy.] dc*2 
0
00
= - (g+i^) | [A(a2)cosa2y + B (a 2) sinewy] da2 (4.126)
0
with
2 _ „ 2 , 2W  2 , 2.2 2 2 , 2̂
F <kl - k2) (v + “2> + te2va2nl ‘




A(a2) " —  J f(y)cosa2ydy ; B(a2) “ ”  J f(y)sina2ydy (4.128)
—00 —00
From Equations (4.126) and (4.128) one finds 
A(a2) 1 r °
al (“2) " - ( s + t a W a J  ’ - J f(y)C°Sa2ydy (4-129)
—00
B (a2) 1 p
bl(a2> - - (8M»)R(a2) = ' ( 7 * W  R(«2> J fCy)slna2 ydy (4.130)
—00
Equations (4.129) and (4.130) along with Equations (4.123) 
through (4.125) constitute the complete solution, in the transform 
domain, of the Lamb plane problem subject to boundary conditions (IV),
(V) and (VI). For the sake of comparison, to be made later on, the 
expression 0(x,y,s), for the above boundary conditions is labeled 
and given below
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— 1 ited(x,y,s) - - 0dCx,y,s) (4.131)
where
°° T “^ix ”^2X °°
0d(x,y,s) ■ ̂  | ^   |cosa2y j f(y)cosa2 ydy
—COL.  ̂ —00
+ s in a 2y J f (y )s in a2 ydjrJ da 2 (4.131a)
4.7 Indirect Technique
Nowacki [40] obtained the steady-steady temperature and 
stresses responses (solutions for large times) for the Lamb plane 
problem, investigated in Article 4.6 above, using another technique.
1) He introduces two thermoelastic displacement potentials 4 
and ip defined by
u = $, - i|<, (4.132)>x y
v = 4>, + (4.133)»y T»X
2) He assumes that the time dependency of the temperature 
and the stresses is the same as that of the exciting 
boundary condition (i.e. steady state response).
For our case:
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0 (x,y,t) = 0*(x,y)e“iut
o1]L(x,y,t) ■ a110 c»y)e 1(0
a12(x,y,t) ■ oi2(x,y)e iUt
(4.134)
3) He then transforms, through multiplication by e^Wt ,
the governing differential equations of the system to those
of a corresponding steady-state problem, whose temperature
*and stresses are nothing more than the amplitudes 0 ,
A
a^  and a ^  *n Equations (4.136),
4) He applies Fourier transform over y (-» < y < «>) to the 
governing equations obtained in step 3) and thus reduces 
the two dimensional problem into a one dimensional problem.
5) He integrates the ordinary differential equation resulting 
from step 4) and then inverts the solution obtained to get 
the final complete solutions of the equations given in 
step 3).
The solution to the Lamb plane problem when subjected to 








f(y)e dy jj da (4.135)
with
*2 *2
and and kg are the roots of the biquadratic equation
k* - [(l+e*)q + cj2] k* + qa2 = 0 (4.137)
where otg is the Fourier transform parameter and
a2 “ u>2/c2 ; q «= iu/ic ; e 85 e , (4.137a)
*2 x2 o p *2 *2 *2
v - (o2 - co /c2) and X± = (a2 - k± ) i - 1,2
(4.138)
Equation (4.135) could not possibly be obtained before some algebraic 
errors were detected and corrected in Nowacki's work. Equation (4.135) 
can be written in a more familiar form, (see Equation (4.131), using 
the following identity (54)
| e”iayj F(y)e±aydy da 
— 00 — 00
= ̂  j” jcosay j” F(y)cosay dy + sinay J F(y)sinaydy Ida (4.139)
0 —CO —00
Nowacki's steady-state temperature response for the Lamb plane 
problem, under normal harmonic loading, become
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0N (x,y,t) » 0*(x,y) e lwtN (4.140)
where
0N (*.y) - - v  f
* * r -a^x -x2* 
e -e
R (a2) [ cosa2y f
f (y) cosc^ydy
A f *+ slna2y f(y)slna2ydy da. (4.141)
Applying the Laplace transform to Equation (4.140) one finds
(4.142)
It is essential at this junction to point out that the Lamb 
plane problem treated by Nowacki and briefly outlined in Article 4.7 
(indirect technique) is a boundary value problem valid only for large 
times, while that treated in the present work and presented in detail 
in Article 4.7 (direct technique)iis an initial value problem valid 
for any time. To be more specific, the former constitutes a special 
case of the latter. Therefore any comparison between the results 
obtained by both techniques must be confined to the steady-state 
responses (large times or as s -iu> in our case in the transform 
domain).
4 .8 Comparison
The comparison between the temperature responses for the Lamb 
plane problem subjected to conditions (IV), (V) and (VI) obtained by
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the direct and indirect techniques can be carried out either in the 
real domain or in the transform domain. However, because of the 
mathematical difficulties associated with the inversion of Equation 
(4.131) it was decided to carry the comparison in the transform domain. 
Therefore, as s approaches (-iw) Equation (4.131) and Equation (4.142) 
must yield the same equation or, equivalently, the ratio 0^/0^ must 
approach unity. However, Equation (4.131) in conjunction with 
Equation (4.142) along with the fact that 0^ is independent of s yield:
Referring to Equations (4.30), (4.137), (4.81), (4.138), (4.114),
(4.127) and (4.136) one can easily verify that
(4.143)
*









Therefore, the two techniques yield identical results.
It is interesting to note that the Laplace transforms of the 
thermoelastic potentials $ and $ are related to the transforms F and M, 
defined by Equations (4.16) and (4.17), by the following equations:
V25 - P and V2? = M . (4.147)
Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Many engineering systems perform services under high tempera­
ture, high pressure and high mechanical loads or under combinations 
of these conditions. Examples of such systems are those frequently 
associated with the petroleum refining and transport industry, the 
petrochemical industry and more importantly the power industry. These 
systems or their components are often cylindrical in shape such as, 
thin wall cylinders (process piping), thick wall cylinders (vessels) and 
solid cylinders (fuel elements and control rods in nuclear reactors). 
These systems and their components as well as their supporting struc­
tures are designed in such a way as to guarantee their structural
integrity on the one hand their continued functional operability in 
performing their intended services on the other. Naturally, whenever 
high temperatures are involved, the stress and temperature distributions 
become primary design parameters and thus must meet standard limits and 
criteria.
It is a general practice in industry to determine the stress and 
temperature distributions according to the theory of thermal stresses 
(both steady-state and transient), for the results do not deviate 
appreciably from those obtained from the full coupled therinoelasticity 
theory in many cases. However, because of the much higher service con­
ditions, economic necessities and government agencies regulations (for 
safety reasons in the nuclear power generation industry) the assumptions
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associated with the thermal stresses theory must be closely and care­
fully studied. As a result, engineering societies are updating their 
design standards to meet regulatory guides. Thus, more complete 
analyses and higher degrees of accuracy may be required and some of 
the generally accepted methods based on simplifying assumptions may 
no longer be acceptable.
5.1 Conclusions
The case Investigated in Chapter 3 of the present work deals 
with the quasi-static coupled thermoelasticity, a branch that has not 
received any attention, except for a brief treatment offered in Nowacki 
[40]. This branch accounts for the coupling term while it neglects 
the inertia effect. The system under investigation is that of a 
cylindrical region (infinitely long solid cylinder and infinite medium 
with a cylindrical hole). This same system was investigated earlier 
by Dhallwal and Chowdhury [49]. In their analysis, however, they kept 
the inertia term and neglected the coupling term. Boley and Weiner [7] 
showed that neglecting the coupling term lead to neglecting the inertia 
term in most cases, except in the case of slender bodies and very rapid 
temperature variations. Therefore, it seems more reasonable to investi­
gate the case presented in Chapter 3. The result obtained in Chapter 3, 
as expected, shows that the temperature distribution obtained by [49] is 
a special case of that obtained in this work. Moreover, as a by­
product it is seen that the level of difficulty introduced when account­
ing for the coupling effect alone is no higher than that introduced when 
the inertia effect is accounted for. In addition, it is hoped that the 
present results along with those of [49] will result in a better under­
standing of these effects and their corresponding contributions.
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The case Investigated In Chapter 4 was treated by Nowacki [40], 
who only sought the steady-state response, while the present work Is 
more general and yields the transient response as well. Moreover, 
while the technique used by Nowacki Introduces thermoelastic potential 
functions, that of Chapter 4 uses a more direct approach. The steady- 
state responses obtained by both techniques are shown to be Identical.
One may wonder, however, since the coupling parameter defined
by Equation (3.8), as concluded by Boley and Weiner [7], is generally
_overy small (in the order of 10 ), why one should bother to account
for It. The answer is a three-fold one. Firstly, it is the author's 
opinion that the mere existence of this coupling is enough justifica­
tion to account for it whenever possible. Secondly, the relatively 
small deviations in the accuracy of the uncoupled results may soon 
no longer be considered small. Thirdly, while it is true now that 
most engineering materials have small coupling parameters, one never 
knows what new materials the technological advances in the area of 
materials science may offer in the near future, or what magnitude 
their coupling parameter may have (as reported by Dillon [26], there 
are already some plastics that have coupling parameter of the order 
of 0.5).
The contributions in the area of thermoelasticity which 
advanced approximate solutions under less simplifying assumptions 
relative to those made in the theory of thermal stresses are numerous 
(an account of these contributions was given in the course of this 
presentation). However, the complete theory of thermoelasticity is 
relatively young (less than three decades since Biot [10] established 
it on firm theoretical foundations), and therefore many areas can
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be identified for further needed research.
5.2 Areas for Further Studies
The present study covered two investigations carried out by 
means of the Laplace transform technique (Direct Approach). The first 
is concerned with the solutions of one-dimensional assymmetric, quasi­
static, coupled thermoelastic problems with a given set of boundary 
conditions. The second deals with the two-dimensional, cartesian 
plane strain problem of coupled thermoelasticity. Some areas for 
further research are:
1. Axisymmetric one-dimensional quasi-static problems with 
internal heat generation (fuel rod in nuclear reactors, 
rod carrying an electric current, ...) with a variety of 
boundary conditions.
2. Possibilities of combining the solutions of the dynamical 
problem of thermoelasticity with those of the correspond­
ing quasi-static problem to get the solutions for the full 
coupled problem.
3. Two-dimensional, cylindrical, quasi-static, coupled prob­
lems for different pairs of spatial variables: radial 
and circumferential axial and radial.
4. Two-dimensional, cylindrical, plane strain and plane stress 
coupled problems.
5. Two-dimensional, cartesian, plane stress coupled problems 
(plates).
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APPENDIX A
ONSAGER'S RECIPROCAL THEOREM 
AND
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR
In the year 1931 Onsager published a paper [43] in which he de­
rived a reciproca theorem for the irreversible transport process of heat
conduction in an anisotropic medium. In addition, he extended Rayleigh's 
"principle of the least dissipation of energy". Onsager's derivation is 
based on the principle of microscopic reversibility, applied to fluctu­
ations. As a result of the reciprocal theorem, reciprocal relations for 
heat conduction are obtained. These relations confirm the symmetry of 
the thermal conductivity tensor (Ky) •
This Appendix is confined to a brief presentation of the deriva­
tion of the reciprocal relations. For the sake of uniformity, most of 
the symbols and notations used , and are defined as they appear, in here
are the same as those used in Onsager's original paper.
It is appropriate at this stage to point out that the medium 
under consideration, without elaborating on its material's structure, is 
an anisotropic medium. Moreover, the thermodynamic system under study 
is an "aged" system, that is, one which has been left isolated long 
enough to secure thermodynamic equilibrium. Furthermore, since we are 
dealing with the conduction of heat, the fluctuations are those devia­
tions from the equilibrium state of the distribution of heat. In fact, 
the introduction of fluctuations, according to Onsager, allows one "to 
treat the stationary thermodynamic equilibrium as the average result 6f
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transitions in different directions without any explicit assumption re­
garding elemetary transitions.". Therefore, if a^, Og and are 
total heat displacements in the x^, x^ and x^ directions, the study of 
the behavior of these quantities along with some ordinary macroscopic 
laws and the requirement of microscopic reversibility lead to the above 
mentioned reciprocal theorem as will be shown later.
Let J^, Jg and denote the components of the heat flow in the 
xl* x2 an(* x3 direction, respectively. The phenomenological heat conduc­
tion law, in indiclal notation, is:
Ji = LijXj for ±> i ^ 1> 2> 3> (A"1)
where the are constants, the are the components of the "force" on 
the heat flow given by:
Xj “ " for j = lf 2» 3» (A“2)
and where T is the absolute temperature of the medium.
The objective is to show that the following relations are true:
Lij " Lji for *■» j * 1* 2, 3 (A-3)
To prove that the relations given by Equations (A-3) hold true, let us 
consider the fluctuations of the moments in two perpendicular directions 
(x^ and Xg for example), with e «* e(xi» x2 » x3  ̂ as l°cal density of 
the energy and a^, and are the deviations of a^, 02 and a^, re­
spectively. Thus,
= ^ex^dV for i = 1 , 2 (A-4)
V
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The temperature gradient associated with the displacement of energy in 
the same direction (ordinary macroscopic laws) is:
^ . - r X 1(a1 , « 2) . C B .1 (A-5)
where C is a mere constant for our purposes.
From Equations (A-l), (A- 4) and (A-5) one finds: 
da.
dt"~ = “i^al» a2 » a3̂  " " CV *̂Lllal + L12a2 + L13a3^ Â~6^
da0
dt” " ®2 âl* a2 * a3̂  = “ ^^*L21al + L22a2 + L23^3^ ̂A“7^
For a short time At the average fluctuating values of a^ and 02 are:
(^(At, a'2) = “j/0* a2 +̂ ^ ( o ^ A t  (A-8)
a2 (At, a^) - a2 (0, of^H ^(tif^At (A-9)
For symmetry reasons
a1 = a2 <= 0 ; a^ = a2 ; = 0 (A-10)
Equation (A-7) in conjunction with Equations (A-9) and (A-10) yields:
a2 (At, a^) = - CVL^a'.jAt (A-ll)
The microscopic reversibility assumption has not been utilized 
so far..In order to use it let us consider the average of the following
product, a^(t)a2(t + At), which in conjunction with Equations (A-9), 
(A-10) and (A-ll) reduces to:
a1(t)a2(t + At) <= a' a2 (At, a^) = - CVL21 a.jAt (A-12)
Ill
Similarity,
a2 (t)a1(t + At)** a^a^At, a'2) = - CVL12a2At (A-13)
The microscopic reversibility requires that ( a fluctuation in the 
direction followed t seconds later by a fluctuation o2 in the x2 direc­
tion occurs as often as that of a2 followed x seconds later by a^)
c^CtJotgCt + At) - a2(t)a1(t + At) (A-14)
Incorporation of Equations (A-10^, (A-12) and (A-13) into (A-14) and
2dividing the resulting equation throughout by (- CVo.) result in:
L21 “ L12 (A-15)
The rest of the reciprocal relations hold true by similar reasoning as 
was done above.
Comparison of Equations (2.72) and (A-l) implies that
k±j “ “ T * Lij ’ (A-16)
and thus, the symmetry of the thermal conductivity tensor (k^) is
confirmed, by virtue of Equations (A-l), hence
k,j “ k.. for i, j *= 1, 2, 3. (A-17)
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